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Distributed Management of Grid-based Scientic Workows
Abstract: Grids and service-oriented technologies are emerging as dominant
approaches for distributed systems. With the evolution of these technologies,
scientic workows have been introduced as a tool for scientists to assemble highly
specialized applications, and to exchange large heterogeneous datasets in order to
automate and accelerate the accomplishment of complex scientic tasks. Several
Scientic Workow Management Systems (SWfMS ) have already been designed
to support the specication, execution, and monitoring of scientic workows.
Meanwhile, they still face key challenges from two dierent perspectives: system
usability and system eciency.
From the system usability perspective, current SWfMS are not designed to be
simple enough for scientists who have quite limited IT knowledge. What's more,
there is no easy mechanism by which scientists can share and re-use scientic
experiments that have already been designed and proved by others.
From the perspective of system eciency, existing SWfMS are coordinating and
executing workows in a centralized fashion using a single scheduler and / or
a workow enactor. This creates a single point of failure, forms a scalability
bottleneck, and enforces centralized fault handling. In addition, they don't
consider load balancing while mapping abstract jobs onto several computational
nodes. Another important challenge exists due to the common nature of scientic
workow applications, that need to exchange a huge amount of data during the
execution process. Some available SWfMS use a mediator-based approach for data
transfer where data must be transferred rst to a centralized data manager, which
is completely inecient. Other SWfMS apply a peer-to-peer approach via data
references. Even this approach is not sucient for scientic workows as a single
complex scientic activity can produce an extensive amount of data.
In this thesis, we introduce SWIMS (Scientic Workow Integration and
Management System) framework. It employs the Web Services technology to
originate a distributed management system for data-intensive scientic workows.
The purpose of SWIMS is to overcome the previously mentioned challenges through
a set of salient features: i) Support for distributed execution and management
of workows, ii) diminution of communication trac, iii) support for smart
re-run, iv) distributed fault handling and load balancing, v) ease of use, and vi)
extensive sharing of scientic workows. We discuss the motivation, design, and
implementation of the SWIMS framework. Then, we evaluate it through the
Montage application from the astronomy domain.
Keywords: Scientic Workows, Grid Computing, Web Services, Distributed
Computing , Distributed Execution, Load Balancing, Cyberinfrastructure
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1.1 Introduction
Nowadays, most of the existing scientic research applications require a lot of CPU
time, a lot of memory, and some of them even need to communicate in real time.
Another important characteristic of these applications is that they are no longer
designed as a bulky single executable module, but consolidate multiple dependent
computational modules. In scientic workows, these modules need to be executed
in a predened order, and may entail a transfer of a massive amount of heterogenous
data. Scientic workows are a variant of business workows with some dierent
features. We retain Ludascher's denition[Ludaescher 2006]: "These are networks
of analytical steps that may involve, e.g., database access and querying steps,
data analysis and mining steps, and many other steps, including computationally
intensive jobs on high performance cluster computers". The main goal of this type
of workows is the automation of scientic experiments, and therefore, it should
meet their specic requirements. While business workows are control-ow oriented,
scientic workows are in contrast, data-ow oriented.
An example of a scientic workow is the "best source of irrigation water"
use case [Shumilov 2006] presented in the context of the GLOWA Volta project
1 that focuses on the development of decision support tools for sustainable
management of natural resources in the Volta Basin in West Africa [ZEF 2011].
Management of natural resources is a complex task raising questions touching many
dierent disciplines (biology, hydrology, etc.), that cannot be solved within a single
application. In the "best source of irrigation water" use case, decision makers
try to choose the most ecient source of irrigation water from ground water and
surface water to get the optimal prot within a given catchment. In order to
1GLOWA Volta has been nanced by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) as part of the GLOWA research initiative: Global Change in Hydrological Cycle.
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achieve this, the use case integrates three simulation systems. The main system
is an economic optimization model coded in GAMS [Brooke 1992] that seeks to
maximize the protable value of available water resources through choice of a crop,
size of irrigated cropping, choice of irrigation water source and irrigation schedule.
To be able to deal with complex hydrological systems the model is coupled with
a physical hydrology model made available in WaSiM-ETH [Schulla 1999]. The
input of this model is based on a climate model coded in MM5 [MM5 2003] used
to simulate climate for current and for near future (up to 2039), and land use data
collected, rened, and stored in one of the project's available databases.
As we can see from the previous example, scientic workows dier from the
normal business workows. They have long lasting execution tasks with heavy
data ows and utilize heterogeneous applications from distinct domains whereas
business workows involve more uniform short, transaction processing tasks with
small amounts of data.
Recently, computational Grids [Foster 2003], built using Grid Computing
technology, have become a dominating approach for resource sharing and system
integration, that are needed for sophisticated scientic workows. A Grid-based
scientic workow can be dened as the composition of Grid application services,
that execute on heterogeneous and distributed resources in a well dened order to
accomplish a specic task [Yu 2004].
A scientic workow management system (SWfMS ) is an environment that
consists of a set of software components to construct, execute, and monitor scientic
workows over a Grid infrastructure. A SWfMS provides support in both build-time
and run-time. At build-time, it helps users to model the workow by specifying
its tasks, initial input, and data / control ow between tasks. During run-time,
the SWfMS allows users to steer and monitor the execution process, navigate
intermediate results, and get notications about execution failures.
1.2 Problem Statement
Several SWfMSs have already been designed to support the execution and
monitoring of scientic workows [Yu 2005]. However, trying to employ some of
these systems in practice, we have found that some of the published claims are
hardly justied by the real implementations, and some limitations of the existing
approaches have been recognized. Issues such as reliability, scalability, ease of
use, and shareability of scientic experiments are still key challenges for existing
SWfMSs. We argue that these weaknesses mainly result from two main reasons:
1. Scientic workows are in most cases constructed by scientists themselves.
While they are experts in their domains, they are not necessary experts in
information technology. The existing SWfMSs hardly consider this problem
in the design of their user interfaces. These should be conserved in a high
level of abstraction and should provide end-user robustness both during the
built-time and the run-time stages. Another important feature of an ecient
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user interface is allowing its users to share and re-use existing workows
thus supporting the common desire of scientists from dierent domains who
tend to share and re-use their scientic experiments. Most of the existing
SWfMSs, however, do not provide support for storing workows in a repository
accessible by all users.
2. Most of the current SWfMSs utilize a single scheduler and / or an execution
engine providing centralized coordination and control of the execution process.
This architecture has been preferred due to its benets such as centralized
monitoring and auditing, simple synchronization mechanisms, and ease of
design and implementation. Meanwhile, a centralized architecture encounters
diculties to satisfy non-functional aspects of the system, in particular:
(a) Scalability: In active scientic environments where many workow
instances need to be managed in parallel, the centralized scheduler and
/ or execution engine may be overloaded with heavy computations and
communication, thereby becoming a potential bottleneck. Thus, system
performance can be intensely degraded in such environments.
(b) Reliability: A centralized scheduler and / or execution engine are
considered as single points of failure in the system. The malfunction
of any of them may bring the whole system down.
Based on the above discussion, we claim that the centralized architecture
encountered in most existing SWfMSs is not ideal for supporting computationally
intensive scientic workows. In addition, the nature of scientic work and
procedure should be considered while designing their user interface.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The main goal of this thesis is to develop a new SWfMS for Grid-based scientic
workows, entitled SWIMS, that tries to close the gaps in the scientic workow
management process discussed in the previous section. SWIMS introduces an
innovative scientic workow execution paradigm. Briey, the supposed paradigm
changes the workow system design by employing several schedulers and execution
engines that cooperate with each other in order to provide a reliable, extendible,
and distributed management and execution of scientic workows. SWIMS provides
new salient features compared to other SWfMSs, including:
1. Distribution: SWIMS provides support for distributed execution,
management, and fault handling of scientic workows.
2. Diminution of communication trac: SWIMS deploys data caching,
vertical clustering, and data-aware scheduling techniques to reduce the
amount of data transferred during the execution process.
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3. Full control over long running remote services: Every service in
SWIMS is executed through SWIMS's local execution engine that has access
to low-level error logs (OS-level). This helps service owners to identify and
recover service failures.
4. Automatic data transformation: SWIMS utilizes existing data
transformation mediators to solve the heterogeneity between the
communicating services in a transparent manner.
5. Ease of use: SWIMS isolates its users from any technical details through a
high level of abstraction.
6. Smart re-run: Smart re-run means that only the workow's updated
services are actually re-executed. SWIMS achieves this goal by providing
two capabilities, checkpointing and global data caching.
7. Extensive sharing: SWIMS enriches the scientists working environment by
allowing them to share and re-use their scientic experiments.
It is also quite important to study the performance impacts of these additional
features on the overall workow performance in computational Grid environments.
We summarize the accomplishments for our work presented in this dissertation as
follows:
1. Exploration of shortcoming of existing SWfMSs: Practical evaluation
of some of the existing SWfMSs has been carried out in order to identify
existing challenges in the dierent stages of the workow management
lifecycle.
2. SWIMS framework: A new scientic workow execution paradigm has
been introduced through the real environment entitled SWIMS (Scientic
Workow Integration and Management System) that has been designed,
implemented, deployed, and evaluated for proof-of-concept purposes.
3. Easy to use workbench: A graphical workbench with a high level
of abstraction is demonstrated that helps users (scientists) to design
their scientic experiments while being completely isolated from technical
complexities. It also supports the scientists' work by allowing them to share
and re-use other scientists' experiments.
4. Evaluation of SWIMS: Real world workows have been built to evaluate
the feasibility, usability, capabilities, and the performance of the SWIMS
environment.
Along this work, some conference papers have been published [El-Gayyar 2010,
El-Gayyar 2009, Leng 2009, Shumilov 2008]. A website, with contents being
updated, has been setup to provide the latest technical documentation and software
update under the URL: http://www-student.informatik.uni-bonn.de/
˜elgayyar/swims
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
CHAPTER 2: provides some basic knowledge about Grid-based scientic
workows and investigates the challenges of managing and executing them.
First, it introduces GRIA [GRIA 2009] as an example of a service-oriented
Grid infrastructure. Then, it discusses the Montage [Montage 2011] scientic
application, an astronomical image mosaic service, and the structure of its
scientic workows. Thereafter, this Chapter provides an overview of SWfMSs
and their reference architecture. Last but not least, it identies a set of
challenges and missing requirements in the dierent stages of the scientic
workows management lifecycle.
CHAPTER 3: explains the related state of the art in the area of scientic
workow management and execution and motivates our work. First, it
compares a selected set of currently available SWfMSs against the identied
challenges in the scientic workow management lifecycle. Then, it motivates
our work to develop an advanced environment for scientic workow
management and execution (entitled SWIMS) that helps to overcome these
challenges.
CHAPTER 4: introduces the overall architecture of our Scientic Workow
Integration and Management (SWIMS) environment and highlights its main
components. SWIMS components fall into three categories: client-side
components, server-side components, and global components. This Chapter
also discusses SWIMS's global components in more detail.
CHAPTER 5: focuses on the SWIMS's server-side components: The Workow
Management System (WMS) instances. In order to simplify the design
and the implementation of the WMS, we decided to break it into four
major subcomponents: Scheduler, Node Management, Data Management and
Execution. Each WMS's subcomponent can be realized as a Web Service
Distributed Management (WSDM) based service, which controls a set of
manageable resources. The Chapter starts with an introduction to the WSDM
specication, and then it discusses the main functionalities of each WMS
subcomponent in detail.
CHAPTER 6: nalizes the discussion about the SWIMS environment by
considering the SWIMS's client side component: the SWIMS workbench. The
main target of the SWIMS workbench is to provide a simple environment with
a high level of abstraction through which scientists can compose, execute,
monitor, steer, re-use, and re-run scientic workows without considering the
complex underlying Cyberinfrastructure used to perform these tasks.
CHAPTER 7: explores the experimental results obtained from a "test
deployment" of the SWIMS environment based on Montage workows from
the astronomy domain. The main goal of this deployment was to evaluate the
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feasibility, usability, capabilities, and the performance of the server and client
side components of SWIMS.
CHAPTER 8: concludes the thesis and suggests possible future work.
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In most cases, scientic workows consist of complex tasks that need a large
amount of computing and storage resources. Accordingly, it will be very dicult
to execute all the tasks of a workow on a single machine. At the same time, most
of the scientic resources are geographically distributed and belong to dierent
administrative domains. Due to these factors, Grid technology is emerging as a
dominant execution environment for scientic workows. A scientic workow can
be managed and executed over a Grid through a Workow Management System
(WMS). In this chapter, we are going to dig into the details of the scientic workow
management and execution process in order to identify the existing challenges in
each of its phases.
The chapter is organized as follows: The rst section introduces the Grid
computing model. The second section gives an overview and some example about
scientic applications. The third section briey discusses the Scientic Workow
Management Systems (SWfMS ) and their reference architecture. In the last section,
we investigate the scientic workow management lifecycle, and highlight discovered
challenges in each of its phases. We defer the comparison of some of the existing
SWfMS to the next chapter.
2.1 Grid Computing
In the early 1990s, the term Grid was invented as a metaphor for technologies
that would allow consumers to obtain computing power on demand. The main
goal of Grid computing is to "enable resource sharing and coordinated problem
solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations (VO) " [Foster 2001,
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Foster 2002]. Grid computing provides a viable supplement of super computers and
large dedicated clusters to address and solve large scale computation problems.
In order to achieve these functionalities, Grids provide a set of standard
protocols, middleware, toolkits, and services built on top of these protocols. Grids
provide their protocols and services at ve dierent layers as shown in Figure 2.1
[Foster 2003, Sotomayor 2006]. The fabric layer provides the various types of
resources (e.g., computational resources, storage systems, network resources, etc.)
shared within the Grid. The connectivity layer denes core communication,
and authentication protocols required for Grid transactions. The resource layer
builds on the connectivity layer protocols to dene protocols for secure publication,
discovery, negotiation, control, usage, and accounting of shared resources. The
collective layer contains protocols that captures interactions across collections of
resources (e.g., directory and scheduling services). Finally, the application layer
incorporates user applications build upon the protocols and services of the other
layers (e.g., Grid workow systems and Grid portals).
 	
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Figure 2.1: GRID Architecture
By 2001, the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)- an architecture for a
service-oriented Grid Computing [Foster 2006b], was developed by the Globus Grid
Forum (GGF)1 [OGF 2006] . OGSA is a computing architecture based on services,
assuring interoperability between heterogeneous systems so that dierent types of
resources can communicate and share information.
Grid Middleware are software stacks that implement Grid architecture to present
disparate compute and data resources in a uniform manner, such that these
resources can be shared by remote client software without knowing in advance the
systems' congurations. Several Grid middleware have already been developed, e.g.,
Globus [Sotomayor 2006, Foster 2006a], Unicore (UNiform Interface to COmpute
REsources) [Streit 2010] , and GRIA [Surridge 2005, GRIA 2009]. In the next
subsection, we will focus on GRIA as we have selected it as our Grid infrastructure.
1Nowadays called Open Grid Forum (OGF) after being merged with the Enterprise Grid Alliance
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In 2007, the term Cloud computing came into popularity; we believe that
Cloud computing has evolved out of Grid computing. The vital dierence between
both of them is the shift of their main goal from an infrastructure for sharing storage
and computational resources (Grids) to an economic environment for delivering
more abstract resources and services (Clouds). For comprehensive comparison
between Grid and Cloud computing, you can refer to [Foster 2008].
2.1.1 GRIA - Grid Middleware
GRIA [Surridge 2005, GRIA 2009] is an open-source service-oriented infrastructure
designed to support B2B collaborations. It provides a service provision across /
within organizational boundaries in a secure, interoperable and exible manner.
The aim of the GRIA project has been to increase the usability of Grids for
businesses and industrial users.
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Figure 2.2: GRIA Job Service Architecture [GRIA 2009]
GRIA uses Web service protocols based on key interoperability specications.
The GRIA basic application services package allows service providers to deploy
easily legacy applications as managed Grid services. In general, a legacy application
is an application developed with outdated technologies. In terms of Grid services,
legacy applications refer to platform dependent applications providing a service
with its actual application logic. GRIA provides two basic services, as follows:
1. A Data Service: This service allows remote users to upload and download
data les to the service provider, and to transfer data between dierent Data
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Services. The Data Service also supports management of access rights granted
to other users or service providers.
2. A Job Service: This service allows remote users to start, monitor or kill
computational jobs, executed by the service provider. The Job Service fetches
input from and writes output to a local Data Service.
As shown in Figure 2.2, service providers integrate applications into the Job
Service using wrapper scripts. These provide a consistent abstraction between
GRIA and the underlying application. Application wrappers can be simple shell
scripts that unzip input les, invoke the legacy application and zip application
generated output les for writing to output data services. Application wrappers
become more complex when context mapping on input data is required; in
these cases other programs or script modules, e.g. Python's modules, can be
invoked to provide the necessary functionality. GRIA allows service providers
to run applications on various execution platforms, including local execution and
computational clusters (e.g. Torque PBS [Staples 2006] and Condor [Thain 2005]),
using a wide range of dierent resource managers depending upon the business
need. A part from application wrappers, an application needs a description le.
This le contains metadata about the application which is essential for GRIA users
to discover and to use the application. An example and more information about
application description les are given in Appendix A.
Another advantage of GRIA is supporting connectivity of heterogeneous client
applications. It provides a client-side Java API that allows client applications
such as workow tools and portals to access GRIA services. As an example for
workow applications, GRIA provides a workow plugin for Taverna [Taverna 2011]
and the Freeuo workow enactment engine [Freeuo 2009]. It enables GRIA job
and data transfer operations to be composed and executed through Taverna. In
addition, GRIA provides the Workow Application software which includes tools
for deploying and running Taverna workows as GRIA applications.
As we are going to see later, SWIMS has selected GRIA as its underlying Grid
middleware due to its exibility, interoperability, and integrability characteristics.
As a result, SWIMS exploits the Freeuo engine as its own workow enactor seeing
that it is already supported by GRIA.
2.2 Grid Scientic Workows Applications
In recent years, many scientic processes became distributed in nature due to the
evolvement of distributed Grid Computing; scientic data are generated and stored
across wide area networks, computing resources are distributed and heterogeneous,
and scientists tend to share their experiments and research goals while being
geographically distributed.
Scientic workows are emerging as a dominant approach to deal with these
types of processes and to handle the complexities of their environments. They
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allow scientists to assemble highly specialized applications, and to exchange
large amount of heterogeneous datasets to automate the accomplishment of
complex scientic tasks [Tsalgatidou 2006]. Scientic workows have already been
exploited to support dierent scientic applications from diverse scientic domains
[Bharathi 2008].
One example of the astronomy domain is the Montage application[Katz 2005]
which creates science-grade astronomical image mosaics using data collected from
telescopes. As we have selected the Montage workow as our evaluation use case,
we are going to discuss it in more details in the following subsection.
Another candidate from the bio-informatics domain is the Epigenome
[USC 2011] which maps short DNA segments collected using high throughput gene
sequencing machines to a previously constructed reference genome. The workow
splits several input les into small chunks, reformats, converts, and maps the chunks
to a reference genome, merges the mapped sequences into a single output map, and
computes the sequence density for each location of interest in the reference genome.
Many other scientic workows have already been developed: e.g. CyberShake
[Graves 2011], The Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO)
[Brown 2007] , and SIPHT [Livny 2008].
2.2.1 The Montage Application
Montage [Montage 2011, Taylor 2006] is an astronomical image mosaic service for
the National Virtual Observatory. It delivers on demand, science-grade, mosaics
that satisfy user specied parameters of projection, coordinates, size, rotation and
spatial sampling. Montage uses input images in the Flexible Image Transport
System (FITS) format .
The Montage application has been represented as a workow that can be
executed in Grid environments such as the TeraGrid [Berriman 2004, Jacob 2009].
Figure 2.3 shows the structure of a Montage workow. The vertices represent
the processes, and the edges represent the data dependencies between them. The
number within the vertices represents the level of the task in the workow. All
tasks that have no parent tasks are at level one. The level of any other task is the
maximum level of any of its parents plus one.
The Montage workow accommodates all dierent basic structures of scientic
workows: Process, pipeline, data distribution, data re-distribution and data
aggregation [Bharathi 2008]. In addition, the number of inputs processed by a
Montage workow may increase over time as more images of a particular region
of the sky are available. As such, the structure of the workow changes to
accommodate the increase in the number of inputs, which also translates to an
increase in the number of computational jobs. Due to these facts, Montage
workows have been widely used to evaluate scientic workow algorithms and
systems.
In Montage application workows, the number of mProject jobs is equal to the
number of input FITS images to be processed. Each mProject job re-projects its
12 Chapter 2. Scientic Work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Figure 2.3: Montage Workow
input image to a common spatial scale, coordinate system and World Coordinate
System (WCS) projection. The outputs of each mProject job are the re-projected
image and an "area" image that consists of the fraction of the image that belongs
to the nal mosaic. These are then processed together in subsequent steps. An
mDiFit job runs an mDi job immediately followed by an mFitplane job and
check the rst to decide whether to run the second. An mDi job analyzes an
image metadata table to determine a list of overlapping images. Each image is
compared with every other image to determine all overlapping image pairs. A pair
of images are deemed to overlap if any pixel around the perimeter of one image falls
within the boundary of the other image. In case that two images are overlapped,
the mDi job calculate a simple dierence between them and runs an mFitplane
job which uses a least squares algorithm to t the dierence images. The number
of mDiFit jobs in the workow is nC2 where n is the number of input images. The
mConcatFit job is a data aggregation job which merges multiple plane t parameter
les (from mDiFit) into one le. This module is only needed in a Grid environment
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where the mDiFit jobs may run in parallel on computers that do not share a le
system. In this case, the t parameters have to be merged into one le before the
mBgModel job can be called. Next, the mBgModel is used to determine a correction
which should be applied to each image to obtain a good global t that minimizes
the inter-image dierences. The specied background correction is applied to each
re-projected image by the mBackground jobs. The mConcatFit and mBgModel
jobs together can be considered as a data redistribution point. The mAdd job
is another computationally intensive job, which is responsible for the co-addition
of re-projected, background-corrected images into a nal mosaic in FITS format.
Finally, the generated FITS image is converted to a JPEG format through the
mJPEG job.
We have used the Montage application workows to evaluate our system as we
are going to show later in detail in Chapter 7.
2.3 Workow Management Systems
Complex scientic experiments can be held by scientists through putting together
data analysis and knowledge discovery "pipelines". These pipelines can be
constructed from shared data and computational services through the evolving Grid
technology. However, scientists should not bother themselves about the underling
infrastructure and focus only on the development and use of what are called scientic
workows. These are networks of analytical steps that may involve database access,
data analysis, computationally intensive jobs (e.g., complex simulations), etc. In
other words, a scientic workow provides a formal specication for automating a
scientic process [Tsalgatidou 2006].
The characteristics of scientic workows are quite similar to those of business
workows. The most important dierence between the two models is that business
workows focus more on control ow patterns while data ow has usually a
minor concern. On the other hand, scientic workow execution models are much
data-ow oriented.
A scientic workow management system (SWfMS ) is an environment which
helps scientists to construct, execute, modify, manage and monitor scientic
workows [Yu 2005]. The Workow Management Coalition (WfMC) proposed a
reference architecture [Hollingsworth 2004] which has been adopted successfully in
the development of business workow management systems. However, the proposed
architecture is not the best candidate for SWfMSs, that tend to be more data-ow
oriented, providing new challenges for system development (e.g., transfer of a huge
amount of data, data transformation between heterogeneous services, intensive user
interaction, etc.). As a deduction, a novel reference model has been introduced, that
aords a guidance for the architectural design of a particular SWfMS in various
scientic domains [Lin 2009].
The reference architecture for SWfMSs consists of four main layers as shown in
Figure 2.4. In the Operational Layer reside both local or remote data sources and
14 Chapter 2. Scientic Workow Management Systems
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Figure 2.4: The Reference Architecture for SWfMSs [Lin 2009]
computational services. The Task Management Layer tries to abstract the services
and software tools obtained from the Operational Layer into workow tasks. It is
also responsible for managing of data, workow tasks, and provenance information.
The separation of the Task Management and the Operational Layers promotes the
extendibility of theOperational Layer with new service. TheWorkow Management
Layer is responsible for executing and monitoring of scientic workows. In
addition, this layer considers interoperability issues between the workow engine
and other workow engines. The nal layer is the Presentation Layer, which
supports the workow design and visualizations for all assets of the whole system.
The new architecture considers the main dierences between scientic and
business workows. First, it accommodates the provenance and data product
management components to support scientic data reproducibility and analysis.
That was a missing feature in the reference architecture proposed by the WfMC.
Second, disconnecting the Presentation Layer from the Workow Management
Layer enables the support of user interaction and user interface customizability.
Third, separating the Workow Management Layer from the Task Management
Layer disconnects the workow management from the task management, therefore,
allowing the parallel advancement of them. Finally, the disengagement of the
Task Management Layer from the Operational Layer facilitates the separation
of management of uniform workow tasks from the heterogeneous low-level task
implementation strategies and execution environments.
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2.4 Challenges in Workow Management Lifecycle
A SWfMS follows a four stages lifecycle to construct, execute, and monitor scientic
workows Figure 2.5). The rst stage of this lifecycle is the creation stage where
users should be able to create either abstract or concrete workows and populate
them with the initial input data. Workows can be created from scratch or through
editing an existing workow template.
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Figure 2.5: Workow Management Lifecycle
An Abstract workow is a non-executable workow as it lacks the execution
information. Thus, it requires the second stage, the scheduling stage, which
converts it into a concrete executable workow by mapping its abstract tasks onto
computational nodes. The mapping process is usually automated and entails the
detection of available resources.
The next step in the workow management lifecycle is to execute the mapped
workow. As a part of the execution process, data is generated and moved between
the workow's tasks, provenance information is collected, and fault handling
mechanisms are used to recover from execution faults. In general, users should
be able to monitor and steer the workow's execution.
Once a workow has been created and successfully executed, it should be shared
in a global workspace to allow other users to re-run / re-use it. In addition, users
should be able to deploy their workows as Grid services, that can be used later as
atomic tasks in newly created workows. The re-run / reuse stage is very important
for scientic workows as normally scientists tend to analyze, re-run or re-reuse
experiments designed by other scientists.
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Through a practical evaluation of some existing SWfMSs (see Chapter 3),
and a review of existing literature (e.g.: [Gil 2007, Deelman 2008, Deelman 2009,
Zhao 2008a, Bhagwanani 2005]), we found that there are still some weaknesses
and challenges need to be considered in every stage of the workow management
lifecycle. As we have mentioned before, discovered challenges can be divided into
two groups: System Eciency and Reliability Challenges (SERC) and System
Usability Challenges (SUC); the following sections explore existing challenges in
every stage.
Challenges in the Creation Stage
 Ease of use (SUC): Scientic workows are usually constructed by
scientists themselves. While they are experts in their domains, they are
not necessarily experts in information technology. Consequently, they don't
possess the necessary knowledge to deal with complex IT terminologies like
Web services, Grids, etc. An ecient SWfMS should provide an environment
with high level of abstraction and a simple workbench in order to isolate such
complicated concepts form its users.
 Data heterogeneity (SERC): Scientic workows tend to exchange data
between heterogeneous tasks. In existing SWfMSs, users have to take care
of this type of heterogeneity by manually specifying data shims / mediators
necessary for data transformation. The main diculty here is to determine
/ create the suitable shims / mediators between two heterogeneous services.
 Handling security credentials (SUC): For accessing secured Grid
services, users may need to follow a complicated process in order to obtain
required security certicates.
 Workow validation (SUC): Scientic workows tend to be time
consuming due to the data intensive and computationally expensive features
of their scientic processes. Thus, it is a very important feature of SWfMSs to
allow its users to inspect and validate workows before execution to minimize
runtime errors, which can happen due to incorrect workow specications.
Challenges in the Scheduling Stage
 Reliability/Extendibility (SERC): Currently available SWfMSs
manipulate a single scheduler for the scheduling stage. This creates a
single point of failure, forms a scalability bottleneck, and often leads to too
much message trac routed back to the coordinator. In other words, a
single scheduler reduces the overall system reliability and extendibility.
 Load Balancing (SERC): Another problem with most of the current
available schedulers is ignoring load balancing while mapping abstract tasks
onto computational nodes.
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Challenges in the Execution Stage
 Reliability (SERC): As in the scheduling stage, we face the reliability
problem in the execution stage where only one execution engine is exploited
for executing submitted workows. In addition, by utilizing a single engine,
the system will not have control over remotely running services and fault
handling is achieved in a centralized fashion through the available engine.
 Data movement (SERC): Normally, scientic workows exchange a huge
amount of data during their execution. Some available SWfMSs uses a
mediator-based approach for data transfer where data must be transferred
rst to a centralized storage and then to the target node, which is completely
inecient. Accordingly, other SWfMSs used a peer-to-peer approach where
data can be transferred directly from the source node to the target node.
Even this approach is sometimes not sucient for data intensive scientic
workows, as a single scientic task can produce a huge amount of data.
 Data caching (SERC): Data caching is a very important feature which
has been ignored by available SWfMSs. Several scientic workows are
computationally expensive and are based on long running processes. For
this type of workows, the data caching capability helps to achieve smart
re-run since scientists generally tend to re-run scientic experiments while
changing only the inputs or conguration parameters of few tasks. In this
case, just those tasks with modied inputs or parameters will be actually
re-executed.
 Fault handling (SERC): To make workows more resilient, faults during
the execution of a workow must be detected and handled on dierent levels.
 Checkpointing (SERC): A checkpointing mechanism stores a snapshot of
the workow execution state in xed intervals. These snapshots can be used
to resume/restart the execution in case of failures. It can help also to achieve
smart rerun capability where tasks that were successfully completed before a
selected checkpoint may not have to be re-executed.
 Workow Monitoring (SUC): Providing information about the execution
state of a running workow and notifying about any fatal failures are very
important features for a reliable SWfMS. The main challenge here is to
aord the information at the right level of detail in a form that is easily
understandable by users.
 Workow Steering (SUC): Scientic workows require user decisions and
interactions at various steps. Thus, SWfMS should allow users to inspect and
modify intermediate results before feeding them to subsequent steps.
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Challenges in the Re-run/Re-use Stage
 Workow Sharing (SUC): For composing a workow, scientists often
incorporate portions of existing workows, and just make changes where
necessary. Thus, workows created by other scientists should be stored in
a global shared workspace from which they can be searched and retrieved.
 Smart-Rerun (SUC): Scientists tend to rerun scientic experiments after
changing some parameters. A "smart" rerun would not execute the workow
from scratch, but only those parts aected by the change. This can be easily
achieved if we can aord previously mentioned challenges: data caching and
checkpointing.
 Expose workows as Grid services (SUC): To act as a scientic
collaboration platform, the SWfMS should allow its users to expose their
workows as Grid services. This will lead to a better reuse where scientists
can utilize these services as atomic tasks in more complex workows.
Summary
This chapter provides some basic knowledge about Grid-based scientic workows
and investigates the challenges of managing and executing them. First, we
introduced GRIA as an example of a service-oriented Grid infrastructure. Then, we
discussed the Montage scientic application, an astronomical image mosaic service,
and the structure of its scientic workows. Afterwards, we provided an overview
about SWfMSs and their reference architecture. Last but not least, we identied
a set of challenges and missing requirements in the dierent stages of the workow
management lifecycle. We categorized these challenges into two groups: System
eciency and reliability challenges that are related to the server-side of the SWfMS,
and system usability challenges that are relevant to the client-side component (User
Workbench) of the SWfMS. The list of challenges will form our main criterion for
comparing some of the existing SWfMSs in the next chapter.
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This chapter focuses mainly on existing research in the area of scientic
workow management and execution. There are many SWfMS currently available
in the market. In this chapter, we are going to compare a set of them selected
from dierent categories. We have selected systems dedicated to specic Grid
infrastructures (e.g., Unicore [UNICORE 2011]). Other systems were directed
to special domains, for example, Taverna [Taverna 2011] which is used for
Bio-Informatics and Kepler [Kepler 2011] that was dedicated in the beginning for
statistical analysis. Askalon [Fahringer 2011] has been considered as an example
of systems based on a service-oriented architecture. Swift [Swift 2011] is another
system, that oers a scripting language and provides a virtual data system. Another
interesting SWfMS which has been also inspected is Pegasus [Pegasus 2011].
The chapter is divided into three sections. In the rst section, we investigate
the server-side components of the selected WfMSs against the system eciency
and reliability challenges (see Section 2.4). Afterwards, we compare the SWfMSs'
client-side components according to the system usability challenges (see Section 2.4).
Last but not least and based on conducted comparisons, we motivate our work to
develop SWIMS, an advanced environment for scientic workow management and
execution, that helps to overcome both challenges.
3.1 Scientic Workows Management Systems
In this section, we compare the set of selected SWfMSs' server-side components
against the system eciency and reliability challenges discussed in Section 2.4.
The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Taverna
Taverna [Oinn 2006, Hull 2006] is a tool for designing and executing scientic
workows. In the rst generation of Taverna (named T1.x), XScu (Simple
Conceptual Unied Flow Language) was the XML-based workow description
language used to construct concrete workows that has to be executed through
the centralized Freeuo enactor [Freeuo 2009]. To meet the evolving requirements
of scientic applications, Taverna architecture has been radically re-designed (T2.x)
[Missier 2010] providing a new centralized enactor and a new description language.
In T1.x, data produced and consumed by services needs to be entirely loaded
into the enactor's process space (centralized approach). On the contrary, the
T2.x data architecture is based on the principle that data is only loaded into the
execution process space on demand. This can be achieved through the Taverna's
Data Manager (DM). The DM indexes data items produced by assigning to them
a unique URI and store them into a database, from where other tasks can retrieve
them using their references (mediated approach). Data transformations in Taverna
can be achieved by composing existing "shim" services or by using "Beanshell"
scripts to build specic transformation components.
Taverna supports fault handling through a congurable mechanism. On the task
level, users can specify a number of retries and alternate tasks. On the workow
level, users can determine non-critical tasks where execution can be continued even
in case of a failure.
Kepler
Kepler [Ludaescher 2006] is a scientic workow environment based on the
PtolemyII system [Ptolemy 2004], a platform supporting multiple models of
computation suited to distinct types of analysis. Kepler is based on an
actor-oriented paradigm where actors correspond to re-usable workow components.
It uses the Modeling Markup Language (MoML) [Lee 2000] as a workow
specication language. MoML does not provide any control ow constructs.
However, ow controls are supported by Kepler's components (actors, directors).
To optimize data ows Kepler allows working with remote data in three ways:
GridFTP [GridFTP 2011], Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [SRB 2011] and the
scp, which is a shell command that helps users to copy les between systems. Two
mechanisms for data integration are applied in Kepler. One is a set of special actors
which work as "shims" for data transformations; the other is to convert data into
a common data model, the Ecological Metadata Language (EML) [Fegraus 2005],
which is only used for the ecological domain.
Kepler provides a centralized workow execution service through the Ptolemy
engine. It also provides an attempt for distributed execution on multiple
independent machines through its Master-Slave module [Wang 2008, Wang 2009].
In the illustrated distributed framework, Workow execution is initiated by a Master
node that performs overall coordination of an arbitrary number of Slave nodes that
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execute subworkow tasks. Users have to determine the portions of their workows,
which need to be distributed and model them using the DistributedCompositeActor.
For every DistributedCompositeActor, users have to specify which slaves will be used
for this particular actor.
Kepler has no generic capabilities for fault tolerance. It provides only the
workow rescue mechanism which tries to continue the execution of the workow in
case of a failure. In [Mouallem 2010], a fault tolerance framework for Kepler-based
workows has been presented. Nevertheless, this framework has not been integrated
in the current version of Kepler.
Unicore
UNICORE 6 [Streit 2010] is a Grid Computing technology, based on the Open
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) specications , that provides seamless access
to distributed Grid resources. BPEL [Scherp 2010] and JSDL [Anjomshoaa 2005]
languages are used to describe Non-DAG abstract/concrete workows in
UNICORE. JSDL is used to describe requirements of computational jobs for
submission to a specic resource. UNICORE has a resource broker which is capable
of distributing jobs to suitable target systems. In this process, specied resource
requirements of the job are compared to the target systems' oerings for nding a
computing resource that fullls the specied requirements.
The central component for job and data management inside UNICORE is
UNICORE/X. It consists of a Web service engine, and an execution management
system (XNJS) which handles the job execution and data management.
UNICORE/X oers data transfer using the OGSA random access ByteIO (a slower
but widely supported protocol) [Morgan 2005] and the baseline le transfer (a fast
HTTP based protocol). For data staging, GridFTP is supported [Rambadt 2008].
In Unicore, data can be integrated using user dened Gridbeans.
Fault tolerance in UNICORE is handled internally by the XNJS that can
recognize data movement, input availability, task failures and user dened
exceptions. To accomplish failure recovery, the XNJS is used to retry failed jobs on
the same resource.
Pegasus
Pegasus (Planning for Execution in Grids) [Deelman 2005, Lee 2008] is designed to
map abstract DAG workows over a wide range of execution environment, including
a cluster, or a Grid. To avoid re-running of complex computations, Pegasus tries
to simplify the abstract workow before mapping it into a concrete one. The
simplication process tries to reduce the abstract workow by reusing a materialized
dataset which is produced by other users. However, the reduction process is not
based on data caching concepts. It is mainly based on logical le names dened in
the abstract workow. In practical, this technique can be inecient as users may
map their physical data to dierent logical representations.
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Pegasus proposes a just in-time planning based on its mapper component.
The planning process is based on several Grid information services: the Globus
Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) [Fitzgerald 2001] to discover available
compute resources, the Globus Replica Location Service (RLS) [Chervenak 2002]
to discover data locations, and the Transformation Catalog [Deelman 2001] to
determine where the application executables are installed. Pegasus includes four
basic scheduling algorithms based on information on the predicted execution
time of the tasks and data access as well as on information about the
resources: Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) [Topcuouglu 2002],
min-min [Blythe 2005], round-robin, and random. Concrete workows are
executed over the Grid through the centralized Condor's DAGMan meta-scheduler
[Thain 2005] which submits jobs to Condor-G [Frey 2002] for execution. Pegasus
exploits a mediated approach for data transfer in which the intermediate data
generated at every step is registered in the RLS, so that input les of every task
can be obtained by querying the RLS. The remote data staging is based on the
GridFTP protocol [Rambadt 2008].
Fault handling in Pegasus is based on the capabilities of the Condor's DAGMan.
In case of a job failure, DAGMan can retry it a given number of times or if that
fails, DAGMan generates a rescue DAG (based on checkpointing techniques) that
can be potentially modied and resubmitted at a later time. A rescue DAG simply
skips jobs that have completely nished.
Askalon
Askalon [Fahringer 2005a, Fahringer 2007] is a programming environment of Grid
Computing. Askalon's workows are translated into the Abstract Grid Workow
Language (AGWL) [Fahringer 2005b], an XML-based language. The AGWL
representation is then sent to a WSRF-based runtime system for scheduling and
reliable execution on a Grid infrastructure.
The Askalon's scheduler and the resource management system (GridARM)
components are responsible for mapping the abstract tasks specied in AGWL into
concrete one. The GridARM [Siddiqui 2005] is based on the Globus tools and serves
as a data repository which aords the scheduler with all information needed for the
scheduling process. The scheduler performs a full graph scheduling through one of
the implemented scheduling algorithms [Wieczorek 2005]: a genetic algorithm, the
HEFT algorithm, and a "myopic" just-in-time algorithm.
The Askalon's Enactment Service is responsible for the actual execution of a
concrete workow. The Enactment Service is based on a distributed enactment
engine (DEE) [Duan 2005] that exploits a master-slave architecture model. The
master EE partitions the concrete workow into several subworkows which are
executed by the slave EEs. The master EE monitors the execution of the entire
workow as well as the state of slave EEs. If a slave EE crashes, the master EE
reschedules its subworkow. In the beginning of the execution process, the master
EE elects one of the salves as a backup engine. If the master crashes, the backup
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becomes the master and continues the execution process. One clear drawback here
is that Askalon performs partitioning after the mapping step (i.e., on concrete
workow). This means static mapping information is used within the created
subworkows. Given the dynamic nature of Grid environments, this approach may
not be suitable. To solve this problem, Askalon attains optimizers to rene the
created partitions. However, the optimization process may introduce additional
overhead to the whole system.
The Enactment service provides fault tolerance on both task and workow levels.
On the task level, retry and replication methods are used, while on the workow
level checkpointing and workow rescue techniques are used. Created checkpoints
are used only internally by the system to recover from failures. Therefore, Askalon's
users will not be able to exploit them for smart re-run of their workows.
Data in Askalon is transferred between dierent sites over the GridFTP protocol
[GridFTP 2011]. In addition, Askalon has introduced a domain oriented approach
[Qin 2008], for scientic workow compositions, which tries to separate the concepts
of data meaning and data representation. In this way, data conversions between
dierent data representations are done automatically based on data semantics of
available data ports.
Swift
Swift [Zhao 2007] is a system, based on Globus services [Globus 2011], for the
specication, execution, and management of large scale scientic workows. Swift
users can create abstract NON-DAG workows, which can be scheduled for
execution by Cog Karjan [von Laszewski 2005] - a centralized execution engine.
Swift also integrates Falkon (Fast and Lightweight Task Execution) execution
framework [Raicu 2007], that provides support for ecient execution of large
numbers of small tasks in Grid environments.
Swift utilizes an adaptive scheduling strategy [Zhao 2008b] that assigns jobs to
Grid nodes that can potentially speed up computational analysis on Grids. Swift
uses a feedback system to determine the performance score of Grid sites while
scheduling. The adaptive scheduler uses a weighted random function to select
randomly a Grid site based on the site score. An optimization has been applied to
this strategy that incorporates data locality in Swift. Load balancing was mentioned
also as another optimization for the Swift system, nevertheless, it was not clear for
us how to enable this during our practical evaluation.
Data in Swift is transferred in a peer-to-peer fashion; however, Swift does not
provide any mechanism for automatic data transformation. To achieve reliability,
Swift provides a set of mechanisms to handle execution faults. If an application
execution fails, Swift will try to retry the failed job. Site selection will occur for
retried jobs in the same way that it happens for new jobs, which means that retried
jobs may run on the same site or on a dierent site. Swift's users also can enable the
workow rescue mechanism which will try to continue the execution of the workow
after a task failure. If a complete run failed, Swift can resume the workow from the
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point of failure through a restart log le, that will be created in case of a failure.
If the run completed successfully, the restart log le is deleted. Thus, we can't
consider this feature as a complete checkpointing mechanism, which should allow
users to update the workow and re-run it from any selected point even in case of
a successful execution of this workow.
3.2 Scientic Workows Workbenches
In this section, we focus on the client-side components (workbenches) of the selected
SWfMSs'. We study their abilities to support the system usability challenges
discussed in Section 2.4. The outcomes of this study are summarized in Table
3.2.
Taverna
Taverna provides a GUI-based desktop application (see Figure 3.1) that users can
use to construct concrete workows. According to its concrete model, Taverna
relies on the user to make the choice of resources or services. Taverna in general
deals with DAG workows while providing implicit iterations, which occur when a
process expects fewer inputs than it receives. However, T2.x has implemented a
limited form of a while loop construct to address a specic problem of interacting
with asynchronous services [Missier 2010], which accept a job request and expect
the client to check for result availability at some later time.
Figure 3.1: The Taverna Workbench
Security credentials in Taverna are handled through its Credential Manager that
manages user's credentials and certicates required to access secured services.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Workow Management Systems (SERC)
SERC Taverna 2.x Kepler Unicore Pegasus SWIFT ASKALON
Reliability
-Single engine
-No scheduling
-Single engine
-Distributed
execution
(User directed)
-No scheduling
-Single engine
-Single scheduler
-Single engine
-Single scheduler
-Single engine
-Single scheduler
-Distributed
execution
(Master-Slave)
-Single scheduler
Load
Balancing { { N/A N/A N/A N/A
Data
Movement mediated peer-to-peer peer-to-peer mediated peer-to-peer peer-to-peer
Automatic
Data
Conversion
N/A
-Common model
EML
N/A N/A N/A
based on
ontologies and
data semantics
Fault
Handling
-Task Level:
-retry
-alternate
resourc
-Wf Level:
-wf rescure
-Task Level:
N/A
-Wf Level:
-wf rescue
-Task Level:
-retry
-user dened
Exceptions
-Wf Level:
N/A
-Task Level:
-retry
-Wf Level:
-rescue
DAG
-Task Level:
-retry
(alternate
resource)
-Wf Level:
-wf rescure
-restart
-Task Level:
-retry
-alternate
resource
-Wf Level:
-wf rescure
-checkpointing
Checkpointing N/A N/A N/A
Fault
handling
Fault
handling
Fault
handling
Data
Caching
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Taverna's workbench keeps the user informed about the progress of their
workows. Users also can interact with the running workow in terms of stopping,
resuming, and canceling it, or inspecting / updating its intermediate results.
Taverna has also begun to share workows through the myExperiment project
[myExperiment 2011] in order to make such workows available to the community
as a whole. Meanwhile, through myExperiment, users can share only workow
specications; there is no available information for workows' execution history,
checkpoints, or error logs.
Taverna has no capability to expose workows as Grid services. However, GRIA
infrastructure [GRIA 2009] provides tools for deploying and running T1.x workows
as Grid services.
To avoid the execution of problematic workows, Taverna can check the validity
of data types, input and output ports, and scripts involved in services. Taverna also
checks whether external Web services are online.
Kepler
Kepler provides a graphical user interface for composing and editing concrete
Non-DAG workows. Users design the workows using various workow
components, known as actors. They have to determine the semantics of the
computation model through selecting a suitable Director which imposes an
execution order and communication mechanisms on the actors of the workow; a
negative remark here is that selecting the correct Director can be a tedious process
for naive CS users. Kepler workows can be nested, enabling workow designers
to build re-usable, modular subworkows that can be saved and used for many
dierent applications. Furthermore, Kepler workows can be saved in an XML
representation (MoML) and later passed to Kepler for execution in the absence of
the GUI.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a Kepler workow that invokes an external Web
service and uses two composite actors as data transformation shims. As we can
see from the Figure; Kepler is based on a concrete model; users have to specify the
URL of the service's WSDL le as well as the required method. Again, this is a
clear drawback from the system usability point of view.
Kepler's Web and Grid service actors allow scientists to utilize computational
resources on the net in a distributed scientic workow. Currently, Kepler supports
a variety of Grid-based systems, including GriddLeS [Abramson 2005], Globus
[Globus 2011], and other systems. As an example, to use Globus services, end
users need two X.509 certicates. The rst one is the user certicate, which is
issued by a certication authority and is used to identify the user. The second
certicate is a proxy certicate, which is to support the temporary delegation of
the user's privileges to use Grid services.
The "Animate at Runtime" option in Kepler helps users to monitor the
execution of their workows by highlighting the actor under processing. Meanwhile,
this command works only with the SDF Director. In principle, Kepler workows
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Figure 3.2: Kepler Sample Workow
can be modied by users during execution, while in practical this can be applied just
on the top-level workow's dened parameters. In Kepler, users can not investigate
and modify intermediate results of a certain actor.
Kepler workows can be exposed to an atomic actor using the Kepler
archive format (KAR). What is more; Kepler's Component Repository provides a
centralized server where components and workows can be uploaded, downloaded,
searched and shared with the community or designated users.
Unicore
On the top layer of UNICORE, a variety of clients is available, ranging from the
command-line interface named UCC, to the Eclipse-based UNICORE Rich Client.
The UCC is a command-line tool that allows users to access all features of the
UNICORE service layer in a shell or a scripting environment. It allows running
jobs, monitoring their status and retrieving generated output. Besides the UCC,
UNICORE provides a simple GUI (Rich Client) through which users can design
and execute their abstract/concrete workows (See Figure 3.3).
Before accessing a UNICORE based Grid, each user needs to obtain a valid
X.509 certicate [OASIS 2005] which is issued by one of the certicate authorities
that the UNICORE servers trust. The client presents this certicate to the server
whenever he is asked for authentication.
During the workow execution, the client displays the execution progress by
adding execution state icons to the nodes of the workow graph. In addition, the
user may trace the workow for nding out where his jobs were submitted.
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Figure 3.3: Unicore Rich Client
Pegasus
Pegasus's abstract DAG workows are represented in XML (DAX) format. The
DAX format lists the jobs that are to be executed, the inputs and outputs for
each of these jobs and the control and data ow dependencies between the jobs.
Pegasus's users can generate DAX workows either using a DAX generation API
(in Java, Perl, or Python) or by generating XML directly from their scripts.
Pegasus comes with a set of command-line tools that help users to submit and
monitor the progress of abstract workows and to collect statistics and performance
proles about these workows.
Authentication in Pegasus is based on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
[Globus 2011]. Users are authenticated using their Grid security credentials. The
user rst needs to save their proxy credential in the Globus MyProxy server.
My-Proxy is a middleware service which maintains user proles, proxy credentials,
policies and preferences [Novotny 2001].
Askalon
In Askalon, users compose their abstract workows graphically based on the Unied
Modeling Language (UML) standard [UML 2011] (see Figure 3.4). The created
graph is transformed to the AGWL representation which can express complex
workow graphs containing loops and conditional branches.
Askalon's workbench provides a comprehensive monitoring interface through
which the user can observe up-to-date various metrics, that characterize the
progress of the overall workow execution.
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Figure 3.4: Askalon's Workbench
Authorization in Askalon is done via GSI [Globus 2011] and works in
coordination with the Globus My-Proxy [Novotny 2001]. The Grid sites are
registered by creating a local identity representing the community. This service
grants authorization to a user by verifying its access rights for a particular resource
ensemble and providing a restricted proxy credential to him.
Swift
Swt's users can create their abstract workows' specication through a C-like
scripting language (SwiftScript [Wilde 2011]). The SwiftScript language builds
on XDTM [Moreau 2005] to allow for the denition of typed data structures and
procedures that operate on such data structures. The SwiftScript implementation
uses mappers to access the corresponding physical data. It also supports arrays and
nested iterations. Listing 3.1 shows an example of a SwiftScript which illustrates
how SwiftScript utilizes a set of built-in mapping primitives that make a given
variable name refer to a le name. Although Swift is based on an abstract model to
hide its users from technical issues, we believe that it is a tedious process for naive
IT users to learn a new scripting language for modeling their scientic workows.
For local execution of jobs, no Grid security conguration is necessary. However,
when submitting jobs to a remote machine using Globus Toolkit services, Swift
makes use of the GSI which requires a certicate/private key pair for authentication.
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Listing 3.1: SwiftScript Example
f i l e frames [ ] <f i l e s y s mappe r ; pattern="  . jpeg ">;
f o r each f , i x in frames f
output [ i x ] = ro t a t e ( f , 1 80 ) ;
g
During submitting a Swift workow, the user can specify command-line
arguments to show either a graphical or text mode resource monitor which shows
the current state of the execution process.
3.3 Discussion and Motivation: The SWIMS
Framework
In the context of the comparison of the selected SWfMSs against the system
eciency and reliability challenges which has been summarized in Table 3.1, we
can see the following:
1. The systems are based on a single scheduler and/or execution engine which
violates the reliability / scalability requirement. Kepler has provided an
attempt for distributed execution using the Master-Slave paradigm; however,
users have to initiate and manage this type of execution. Askalon provided a
more advanced distributed execution paradigm where its Enactment Service is
responsible for partitioning the concrete workow into several subworkows,
which can be executed by several enactment engines. However, it depends
on a single scheduler which is responsible for mapping the abstract workow
created by the user into a concrete one before the execution process can be
started.
2. Some exiting systems still use the mediated approach for data transfer
(e.g. Taverna and Pegasus). Regarding data integration, automatic data
transformation between heterogeneous services has been introduced only in
Askalon while it has been partially supported in Kepler (limited to ecological
data) through exploiting a common data model (EML).
3. Fault handling techniques is still amateur in Kepler and Unicore.
Checkpointing has been applied as a fault handling technique in Pegasus,
Askalon, and Swift; on the other hand, users of these systems can't make
benet of the captured checkpoints to achieve "smart re-run".
4. Remaining requirements, including load balancing and data caching are not
supported by any of the compared SWfMSs.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of Workow Management Systems (SUC)
SUC Taverna 2.x Kepler Unicore Pegasus SWIFT ASKALON
Ease of
Use
-Structure:
DAG
-Model:
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract/
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
language-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
language-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
graph-based
(UML)
Handling
Security
Credentials
X.509
certicates
X.509
certicates
X.509
certicates
Globus
My-Proxy
X.509
certicates
Globus
My-Proxy
Workow
Monitoring
-Graphical Mode
-Graphical Mode
(SDF
Directory)
-Graphical Mode -Text Mode -Graphical Mode
-Text Mode
-Graphical Mode
Workow
Steering supported
Workow
parameters
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Workow
Sharing
myExperiment
-Workow
Source
Kepler
repository
-Workow
Source
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Expose
Workows as
Services
N/A KAR archives N/A N/A N/A N/A
Workow
Validation
-Data types
-Scripts
-Services
availability
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Moving to the comparison of the selected SWfMSs against the system usability
challenges which has been summarized in Table 3.2, we can conclude the following:
1. Some of the evaluated SWfMSs are based on concrete workow models
(Taverna, Kepler) which are too complex for scientists to construct and
manage even with the fact that such systems aord visual tools to construct
and manage their workows. Other SWfMSs are more complex by not
providing a visual tool and requiring its users to learn a new scripting language
(SWIFT) / generation API (Pegasus). Askalon provides a visual tool for its
user in order to construct abstract workows. This hides Askalon's users from
unnecessary complexities. Nevertheless, Askalon has used UML to represent
their abstract workows diagram, which is a computer terminology complex
to be understood and managed by non-IT experts.
2. For all evaluated SWfMSs, users have to manage X.509 certicates in order
to access secured Grid services. This can be a complicated process for naive
users with limited IT knowledge.
3. Workow monitoring is a common feature for almost all available SWfMSs.
However, workow steering was fully supported only in Taverna and partially
supported in Kepler (only for workow parameters).
4. Sharing of workows is possible in both Taverna (myExperiment) and Kepler
(Kepler repository); nevertheless, in both cases only workow specications
are shared between users without any execution information (output results,
error logs, etc.).
5. Exposing workows as services and workow validation features were limited
to Kepler (KAR archives) and Taverna respectively.
Based on the above discussion, we can argue that existing SWfMSs still lack
some key features, that are required to fulll all mentioned challenges. In other
words, the evolving complexity of scientic applications needs to be reected better
by introducing a SWfMS that is possible to provide a new decentralized execution
paradigm and other salient features, which can help to overcome these challenges.
In this sense, we have developed the SWIMS framework; a four layered
architecture (see Figure 3.5) for scientic workows management and decentralized
execution [Shumilov 2008, El-Gayyar 2010, El-Gayyar 2009]. In the Workow
Composition Layer, scientists should be able to create semantically annotated
abstract workows. Annotations in the abstract workow provide references to
a set of ontologies, which can be used in the next two layers to generate the
semi-concrete workow which contains references to mediators required for data
transformations between heterogeneous services. The "semi-concrete" here means
that workows still lack execution information that will be obtained later during the
execution process. Mediators are created in the Mapping Layer, through semantic
matching and semantic mapping operations, and indexed in the Mediator Catalog
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Figure 3.5: Architecture of SWIMS Framework
[Leng 2009]. The semi-concrete workow is then created in the third layer and
passed to the Workow Execution Layer where it can be concretized and executed
in a decentralized fashion.
The mediators' construction process is out of the scope of this thesis. In the
coming chapters, we are going to give more details about the features, design,
implementation and evaluation, of the workow composition workbench ( 1st layer)
and the execution environment (4th layer). SWIMS provides a set of novel features
trying to overcome discussed challenges: i) support for distributed execution and
management of workows, ii) full control over long running remote services, iii)
dynamic data transformation via generated mediators, iv) support for smart re-run
through data caching and checkpointing, v) distributed fault handling and load
balancing, vi) ease of use based on high level of abstraction, and vii) extensive
sharing of scientic workows and capabilities for re-running and re-using them.
Chapter 4
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The SWIMS framework employs Web services technology to originate an
execution paradigm that ensures distributed management and execution of
data-intensive scientic workows.
The goal of this Chapter is to introduce the overall architecture of SWIMS and
to highlight its main components. SWIMS components fall into three categories:
client-side components, server-side components, and global components accessible
by all servers and clients in the underlying Cyberinfrastructure. This Chapter also
discusses SWIMS's global components in more detail. Server-side and client-side
components will be discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively.
4.1 SWIMS Architecture
SWIMS is optimized to help scientists to eciently construct, execute, monitor,
steer and re-use scientic workows over the underlying Cyberinfrastructure.
Figure 4.1 presents the overall architecture of SWIMS. Mainly, it consists of a
client workbench [client-side components], several instances of WMS (Workow
Management System) [server-side components], and three global Catalogs [global
components]. The SWIMS WMS component should be deployed on every
node wishing to participate in the workow management and execution process.
Every WMS instance consists of four subcomponents: Scheduler, execution, node
management and data management.
To understand how all these components cooperate in order to provide a fully
distributed management and execution of scientic workows, we present in Figure
4.2, the ow of the workow management and execution process in SWIMS. In
general, SWIMS deals with services of two dierent levels of granularity: Concrete
services deployed on existing execution nodes and abstract services presented to
users in the SWIMS workbench. The SWIMS environment becomes aware of all
available concrete services through the WMS's node management subcomponent
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Figure 4.1: SWIMS Architecture
that monitors its underlying node and sends the information about available service
to the Service Catalog. This information is used by the SWIMS workbench to
construct the list of abstract services that can be used by users to build their
abstract workow specications. An abstract workow specication is a set of
abstract services connected together through control and data ow dependencies.
Users can construct their abstract models either from scratch or starting from
a workow template stored in the Workow Catalog. SWIMS construct a new
workow template for every execution of a new workow model.
Whenever the user submits a workow for execution, SWIMS elects a WMS
instance to act as the main scheduler of the submitted workow (through its
scheduler subcomponent). The main scheduler is responsible for controlling the
order of the execution process in the way that ensures the data and control
dependencies dened in the workow specications. With the help of the Service
Catalog, it maps the abstract services to its corresponding concrete ones and selects
a certain node for the execution of every concrete service.
The execution of a submitted task is done by the WMS's execution
subcomponent in an autonomic way. The execution subcomponent may need to
retrieve a data transformation mediator from the Mediator Catalog and apply it
on the input data before invoking the concrete service. In case of a failure, the
execution subcomponent makes use of its node local scheduler in order to nd an
alternative node capable of executing the failed task; then, it transparently transfers
it to the selected node and sends an update information to the main scheduler ; it
also stores an error report about the failure in the Workow Catalog.
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Figure 4.2: The Flow of the Workow Management Process in SWIMS
After each successful execution of a task, the main scheduler stores a checkpoint
in the Workow Catalog. This checkpoint holds a snapshot of the execution state,
and a provenance report generated during the execution of this task. Although
having a main coordinator for each workow, SWIMS does not face the single point
of failure problem. As in SWIMS, in case that the workow's main coordinator
is down; the workbench transparently elects another WMS instance to continue
the coordination of the broken workow starting from the last recorded execution
checkpoint.
SWIMS deals mainly with two types of concrete services: Web services and
Grid infrastructure (GRIA) services. The main reasons behind preferring GRIA
over other existing Grid middleware are the following:
 Flexibility: The GRIA architecture is exible and can run jobs on a variety
of underlying computing platforms: single computers, clusters of workstations
or even supercomputers.
 Interoperability: GRIA software uses Web services interfaces and is, thus,
able to interoperate with other systems through these interfaces.
 Workow support: GRIA provides JAVA API for clients that help
to integrate it into dierent workow systems. As an example, GRIA
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has already provided a Workow Plugin for XScu workows, that can
be executed using the Freeuo workow enactment engine. Moreover,
GRIA provides a workow deployer application that enables the automatic
conversion of a user supplied XScu workow into a GRIA application, which
is then automatically deployed onto a GRIA Job Service.
In the rest of this chapter, we will investigate the SWIMS's three global Catalogs
in more depth.
4.2 Mediator Catalog
The Mediator Catalog stores a set of mediators required for data transformation
between heterogeneous services. A WMS's execution subcomponent can make use
of these mediators during the execution process in order to transform the data to the
format required by the target concrete service. The retrieval of necessary mediators
and the data transformation processes run in the background without any form of
user interaction.
The mediators can be manually created or generated by a semi-automatic
system such as the Semantically Enriched Integration System (SEIS) . SEIS is
an ontology-based framework grounded from the work presented in [Radetzki 2004,
Radetzki 2006]. It tries to enhance the standard Web services technology with
semantics and annotations. SEIS generates the required data mediator through
a set of semantic matching and mapping operations over the WSDL les of the
two underlying heterogeneous services. It can ask for a user advice in case that it
can't nd an atomic transformation function which solves a certain heterogeneity
[Leng 2009]. SEIS also utilizes the Web services added annotations to provide a
semantic-enabled composition framework entitled SECPlanner [Leng 2010]. The
SECPlanner combines the AI Planning Graph technique with semantics enabled
matchmaking algorithm to nd the optimal composition candidates of the available
services. What is important to be noticed here is that all mediators are created in
the composition phase; as a deduction, the construction of data transformation
mediators has no impact and doesn't provide any overhead to the workow's
management and execution process.
Describing exactly how the mediators are generated and the details of the
SECPlanner are out of the scope of this thesis. However, we try here to emphasize
the main role of the Mediator Catalog in SWIMS, that acts as a central repository
for data transformation mediators that need to be created once and can be used
several times.
4.3 Workow Catalog
SWIMS uses the Workow Catalog to form a shared workspace between its users.
The Workow Catalog uses an XML database to index execution snapshots of
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workows executed over the underlying Cyberinfrastructure. Listing 4.1 shows the
Workow Catalog's database structure. It compromises a list of workow entries.
Each workow entry is identied by a workow name and the name of the host that
has started the execution of this workow.
Listing 4.1: Workow Catalog XML DB Structure
Workflow Catalog = [ Wf Entry ] ( e . g . " gridexp7 mess i e r31 0 . 1 " )
Wf Entry = [ Execution Snapshot ]
Execution Snapshot = [ workflow xml , [ Subworkflows ] , data dependenc ies ,
cont ro l dependenc i e s , [ Checkpoint ] ]
Checkpoint = [ subworkflow xml , executed subworkf lows IDs ,
provenance report , e r r o r r e p o r t ]
Every time a workow is executed, a new execution snapshot is added into its
corresponding workow entry. Hence, there is a high probability that the user
may change the workow model from one execution to another, each execution
snapshot stores the workow's XML source. As we are going to see later, the
SWIMSWMS breaks a submitted workow into a set of subworkows, submits them
for execution over available nodes, and creates a checkpoint for every successfully
executed subworkow. Accordingly, an execution snapshot stores a list of the
generated subworkows, the data and control dependencies between them and a
list of the constructed checkpoints.
Each checkpoint holds three to four documents. The rst document represents
the subworkow XML. The second document lists the identiers of the already
executed subworkows until this checkpoint; this document helps the system to
re-start the execution of a workow from a certain checkpoint. The third document
holds the provenance information collected during the execution of the checkpoint's
subworkow. Listing 4.2 provides an example of a provenance report. It consists
of three sections; the rst section gives information about the execution host. The
second section provides details about the subworkow itself, including a list of its
activities, its input references, and its output references. Last but not least, the
third section focuses on the execution runtime information. A fourth document
(error report) is added in case of an execution failure.
Due to limited disk space, each workow entry can store only a limited number
of execution snapshots as specied in the Workow Catalog conguration le.
Whenever we reach this limit, a new execution snapshot will replace an old one
according to the following rules:
 If there is more than one execution snapshot with the same workow model:
 Replace the one with the least number of checkpoints
 Otherwise replace the oldest execution snapshot
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Listing 4.2: Example of a Provenance Report
<provenanceReport>
<host>
<ipAddress>131 . 220 . 149 . 73</ ipAddress>
<noOfCPU>4</noOfCPU>
<cpuSpeed>2 .40 GHz</cpuSpeed>
<memorySize> 2 .0 GB </memorySize>
<a r c h i t e c t u r e>x86</ a r c h i t e c t u r e>
<operat ingSystem>Windows XP</ operat ingSystem>
</ host>
<t a s kDe t a i l s>
<a c t i v i t i e s>
<a c t i v i t y>mBackground1</ a c t i v i t y>
</ a c t i v i t i e s>
<inputs>
<InputReference InputName="mProjectPP1 outputProjectedImage ">
h t tp s : //131 .220 .149 .169/ s e r v i c e s /DataService#035c1529   . . .
</ InputReference>
<InputReference InputName="mBgModel correctionsTbl ">
h t tp s : //131 .220 .149 .167/ s e r v i c e s /DataService#035c1527   . . .
</ InputReference>
</ inputs>
<outputs>
<OutputReference OutputName="mBackground1 outputCorrectedImage">
h t tp s : //131 .220 .149 .73/ s e r v i c e s /DataService#035c15c9   . . .
</OutputReference>
</ outputs>
</ t a s kDe t a i l s>
<executionTime>
<executionStartTimeStamp>2011/02/23 12 : 1 9 : 0 7</ executionStartTimeStamp>
<cachingTime>0</cachingTime>
<executionTime>10734</ executionTime>
<totalTime>10734</ totalTime>
</ executionTime>
</provenanceReport>
Providing such a type of information in a global Catalog allows scientists to
re-use previously designed workows as a template for creating new ones, or to
re-run an experiment from a certain checkpoint, or even to analyze the workow's
provenance information for better understanding of its nal results. It also helps
us to avoid the single point of failure problem and to support the distributed
management of workows, since when a WMS instance, responsible for coordinating
the execution of a workow instance, fails, another WMS instance can use the
information stored in the Workow Catalog to continue the coordination of the
broken workow starting from the last captured checkpoint.
Along with the workows' execution snapshots, we have decided to employ the
Workow Catalog as a global cache repository. Data caching entries are stored
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in the "SWIMSCache" collection within the Workow Catalog's XML database.
Each document in this collection represents a cache entry for a successively running
subworkow. The document size is rather small as we are not caching the
real subworkow's outputs, but we are just caching their references. For more
information about data caching, refer to Section 5.6.4.
4.4 Service Catalog
The Service Catalog [Markgraefe 2010] plays an important role in the workow
management and execution processes in SWIMS. It provides four major
functionalities that help SWIMS to shield its users from the complications of the
underlying systems:
1. Indexing of concrete services
2. High level of abstraction
3. Double-layer security
4. Statistics gathering
Figure 4.3 shows the overall architecture of the Service Catalog and its database
relational model. The Service Catalog interface allows three dierent classes of
functionalities:
 Service Management: server addition/up, server deletion/down, service
addition, service deletion, and updating statistics.
 Service Search/Retrieval: retrieving of all available services, retrieving of all
available services for a certain user, and searching by keyword.
 User Management: add user, delete user, update user, and assign roles for
users.
The Service Catalog keeps track of all available concrete services (Web services
and GRIA services) in the underlying Cyberinfrastructure. The availability of
services is a major problem for all index services. The study presented in
[Al-Masri 2008] investigated the distribution and characteristics of the available
Web services on the Web. This study had used a Web Service Crawler Engine
(WSCE) , a crawler that is capable of capturing service information from UDDI
[UDDI 2004] registries and search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo, etc.). An intriguing
result of this study was that only 63% of the available Web services on the
Web are considered to be active. SWIMS tries to avoid this problem and to
ensure up-to-dateness by utilizing the WMS instances deployed in every Grid
node. The WMS instance keeps monitoring the underlying node for services
deployment/undeployment or system shutdown/startup, sends notications to the
Service Catalog in order to update its status.
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(b) Database Relational Model
Figure 4.3: The Service Catalog Architecture and the Database Model
Upon receiving a server failure or a shutdown notication, the Service Catalog
assumes a temporary failure and does not delete the concrete services provided
by this server; it only switches their status to oine and sets their oine time.
The watchdog component in Figure 4.3(a) is responsible for handling these oine
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services. It is a background program responsible for cleaning up and maintaining
the Service Catalog. The watchdog runs in xed periods (as stated in the Service
Catalog's conguration le in days). In each run, it performs two tasks:
 Removal of services being oine for a certain period (conguration
parameter)
 Ensuring the availability of all other services and switching the status of
non-available services to oine.
In case of obtaining a deployment of a new concrete service notication, the
notication either holds the WSDL [WSDL 2001] le (for Web services) or the job
meta-data le for GRIA jobs. To achieve a high level of abstraction, The Service
Catalog is accountable for parsing the attached le to construct an abstract template
(e.g. Listing 4.3) for every GRIA job service or for every operation provided by a
Web service. The template provides an abstract description of the interface of its
task that isolates the workbench/user later from any technical details. The abstract
template is obtained by applying an XSL transformation [XSLT 1999] over the
obtained le. Appendix B shows the XSL transformation for the GRIA job service's
meta-le as an example.
Listing 4.3: Abstract Template for a GRIA Job Service
<Act iv i ty name="mConvert" type=" g r i a " secured=" f a l s e ">
<d e s c r i p t i o n>
reduce the s i z e o f a FITS f i l e
</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<inputs>
<input name=" inputImage" type=" f i l e ">
<de s c r i p t i o n> . . .</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<MimeType>image</MimeType>
<input>
</ inputs>
<outputs>
. . .
</ outputs>
<parameters>
<parameter name=" l e v e l " type=" s t r i n g ">
<al lowed>1</ al lowed>
. .
</parameter>
</parameters>
</Act i v i ty>
Another annoying hassle for users of workow management systems is handling
security credentials in order to be able to access secured Grid services. For example,
GRIA security is based on the WS-I 1.0 Basic Security Prole[WSI 2007]. Security
in GRIA is ensured using a PKI infrastructure based on the X.509 standard
[OASIS 2005]. A normal GRIA client will need to create a private key and a
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Figure 4.4: Double-Layer Security in SWIMS
certicate for every GRIA server. The certicate needs to be signed by a Certicate
Authority trusted by the service providers. This seems to be a complicated process,
especially for naive users with limited IT knowledge. SWIMS tries to hurdle the
security issue by applying a double-layer security model as shown in Figure 4.4. The
rst layer denes the security between a user and the SWIMS system that is based
on a simple user name and password that have to be dened only once. The second
layer represents the security between the SWIMS system and dierent Grid sites (in
our case GRIA servers) based on X.509 certicates automatically generated by the
WMS instances deployed on the corresponding servers. The security information is
stored and become accessible to all other nodes through the Service Catalog. The
administrator of every node should be able, through a simple web-based interface,
to classify the node's available services to public and private services, and to assign
access roles from the list of available users to their private services. A SWIMS
user will be able to execute workows that contain only public services and private
services that have been assigned as accessible to him. By using this approach, we
attempt to move the security complications from users to server administrators who
in most cases have enough IT knowledge to handle them.
Another important functionality of the Service Catalog is to collect static
information (OS, architecture, and number of CPUs) as well as a set of statistics
about every available server. For SWIMS, the most important statistics are the
number of successfully executed tasks (NSET) and number of failed tasks (NFT).
These statistics are collected through notications received from the WMS server's
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component and used to compute the server reliability factor (SRF) (see Equation
4.1); this factor can be used afterwards by a scheduler to select the best node for a
given task (see Section 5.4.2).
SRF =
NSET
NSET +NFT
(4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Methods of Keeping Several Service Catalog Instances Consistent
As far as we can see, the Service Catalog forms the heart of the SWIMS
environment as it provides awareness about all available servers and concrete
services within the underlying Cyberinfrastructure. Thus, it is highly recommended
to maintain more than one instance of the Service Catalog in order to avoid a single
point of failure and bottleneck problems. The system administrator can add a new
instance by simply adding its URL in the conguration le of one of the available
instances. This information and all other updates are forwarded to other instances
based on publish and subscribe notication events supported by the Web Services
Notication (WSN) framework [WSN 2006] . The administrator also has to specify,
in the conguration le, one method to handle errors in instances' updates. This
helps to keep all working instances consistent. As shown in Figure 4.5, SWIMS
provides two dierent methods:
 Rollback: In this method, the master instance (the instance which has
obtained the update notication) sends a rollback notication to all other
instances in order to roll back the failed update.
 Blocking: In this method, the master instance sends a blocking notication
to all instances (including the blocked instance) to block the un-updated
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instance and avoid using it for further queries. Whenever a blocked instance
receives a query from a SWIMS client, it forwards it directly to a working
instance.
In both cases, the failure is logged and a notication is sent to the administrator
to maintain the inconsistent instance and to make it available again. A SWIMS
client needs to be aware of at least one Service Catalog instance before being able
to execute workows over the underlying infrastructure. Afterwards, the client will
automatically receive information about other available instances.
Summary
In this Chapter, we have presented the overall architecture of SWIMS. SWIMS
has been designed to enhance the scientic workow management and execution
processes and to shield its users from technical complexities of these processes.
SWIMS's components can be classied into three classes: server-side, client-side,
and global components.
Furthermore, we have discussed the SWIMS's three global components in detail.
First, the Mediator Catalog stores data transformation mediators necessary for data
transformations between heterogeneous services. Second, the Workow Catalog is
used to index checkpoints and provenance information of workows executed over
the underlying Cyberinfrastructure. Finally, the Service Catalog keeps track of
all available services in the underlying Cyberinfrastructure; moreover, it provides
additional functionalities that help to handle security, abstraction, and scheduling
issues in SWIMS.
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In the last Chapter, we presented the overall architecture of SWIMS and
discussed its global components. This Chapter focuses on SWIMS's server-side
components: The WMS (Workow Management System) instances. To simply the
design and the implementation of the WMS, we decided to break it into four major
subcomponents: Scheduler, Node Management, Data Management and Execution
as shown in Figure 5.1.
Each WMS's subcomponent can be realized as a Web Service Distributed
Management (WSDM) [WSDM 2006] based service, which controls a set of
manageable resources. Every server node in the underlying Cyberinfrastructure
needs to deploy one or more of these subcomponents according to its planned role
in the workow management and execution processes:
 Workow coordinator: It has to deploy at least the Scheduler
subcomponent.
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 Workow executer: It has to deploy the Node Management, Data
Management, and Execution subcomponents. In this case, it is highly
recommended to deploy the Scheduler subcomponent as well that helps to
achieve distributed fault handling as shown later in Section 5.6.5.
 Workow coordinator and executer: It has to deploy all subcomponents.
This Chapter starts with an introduction to the WSDM specication used to
implement the dierent components of the WMS, and then it discusses the main
functionalities of each WMS's subcomponent in detail.
5.1 Language for Representation of the SWIMS's
WMS Components
Before deciding which technology or standards we are going to use for implementing
the WMS's four subcomponents, we have stated a set of requirements that ensure
the system exibility and scalability:
1. Interoperability: The subcomponents should be cross platform.
2. Manageability: It should be easy to manage the subcomponents as well as
other resources used by them.
3. Communication: Easy and robust communication is required between
the subcomponents themselves and between the subcomponents and other
SWIMS's components.
4. Low overhead: The WMS should not need massive hardware requirements.
In addition, it will be great if its subcomponents are created only when it is
needed and released after the completion of its task.
The WSDM specication seems to be a good candidate for achieving these
requirements. The WSDM specication is based on the Web services platform
and uses open standards to dene the methods, structure, and specication of a
system for managing dierent type of resources (e.g. in our case, we are using it to
manage a scheduler, a workow execution engine, a workbench, GRIA servers, and
databases). It provides also capabilities for managing Web services used to support
the functionality of these resources.
TheWSDM specication is made up of two dierent specications. Management
Using Web Services (MUWS)[MUWS 2006a, MUWS 2006b] and Management Of
Web Services (MOWS)[MOWS 2006] . While the former specications lists out
what it takes for a resource to be uniformly accessed and managed through a Web
service endpoint, the latter allows a Web service endpoint itself to be treated as
a WS-Resource. Once a resource is identied as an MUWS manageable resource,
it is accessible through a manageable endpoint, which is typically a Web service
endpoint [Kreger 2005]. WSDM relies directly on other standards:
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Figure 5.1: SWIMS WMS Services.
 WS-I Basic Prole [WSI 2006]
 WS-Resource Framework (WSRF) [WSRF 2006] for the properties and
description used to dene the capabilities of the WS-Resource.
 WS-Notication (WSN) that denes a set of specications that standardize
the way Web services interact using "Notications" or "Events".
 WS-Addressing [WS-Addressing 2006] for service references and to dene the
endpoints for individual services.
For the implementation of the SWIMS WMS's subcomponents, we are using
the Apache Muse Project [Apache 2007]. Muse is a Java-based implementation
of the WSRF, WSN, and WSDM specications. It is a framework upon which
users can build Web service interfaces for manageable resources. Applications built
with Muse can be deployed in both Apache Axis2 and OSGi environments, and the
project includes a set of command line tools that can generate the proper artifacts
for your deployment scenario. In Muse, you can even create or release instances of
a WS-Resource programmatically.
Now coming back to our requirements, we can clearly see that WSDM
specications accomplishes all of them. The interoperability requirement is
attained through the fact that the WSDM standard uses Web services as a
platform which means that you don't have to worry about the technicalities of
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platform independence. The second and the fourth requirements are met by the
WSDM two specications: The MUWS and the MOWS. The MUWS helps us to
manage available resources, while the MOWS facilitates to reduce the overhead
by allowing us to create and release instances of these WS-Resources at runtime.
Concerning the communication requirement, as we can see from Figure 5.1, WSDM
supports two communication strategies: Synchronous communication that can
be achieved through the WS-Resource's manageable endpoint, and asynchronous
communication based on events supported by the WSN framework. These
two strategies aord seamless communication between all SWIMS's components,
including the global Catalogs since they are implemented also as WS-Resources.
5.2 Data Management WS-Resource
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Figure 5.2: Data Management WS-Resource Interface.
The Data Management WS-Resource (DMR) is dedicated to reference-based
data movement, and automatic data transformation between heterogeneous
services. The DMR is based on the Open Grid Service Architecture-Data Access
and Integration (OGSA-DAI) , an open source middleware which allows data
resources (e.g. relational or XML databases, les) to be federated and accessed
via Web services on the Web or within Grids or Clouds. Via these Web
services, data can be queried, updated, transformed and combined in various ways
[OGSA-DAI 2010, Antonioletti 2007].
In SWIMS, output data is stored in a local eXist-db [Meier 2010], an open-source
database management system built using XML technology. The OGSA-DAI wraps
the XML database and provides external access to it as a Web service. Figure 5.2
presents the public interface for the DMR which reects two basic functionalities:
1. Storage of output data: SWIMS tries to reduce the amount
of data transferred within the underling Cyberinfrastructure
through utilizing reference-based data movement. This can be
achieved by creating an OGSA-DAI reference for every output
stored in the XML database. The reference follows the format
"ogsadai service url@collection name:document id" that consists of three
parts; the rst part is the URL of the OGSA-DAI service located on the
source node; the second part is the collection name in the XML database
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Figure 5.3: OGSA-DAI Workow for Data Transfer and Transformation.
where the output document is stored, and the third part is the id of the
required document. This reference is detected and used to retrieve the data
by the Execution WS-Resource (ER) instance (see Section 5.5).
2. Data transfer and transformation: The DMR runs an OGSA-DAI
workow obtained from an ER instance (see Section 5.5) to retrieve the
requested data from the database, apply required transformation if it exists,
and transfer the transformed data to the target node. Figure 5.3 provides
a graphical representation for such an OGSA-DAI workow. The rst
OGSA-DAI activity in the workow enacts an XPath expression [XPath 1999]
over the local eXist database to retrieve the specied output document.
The output from this activity is a series of character arrays known as a
ResourceSet, a container for a set of resources. Therefore, the next activity
applies a simple XSL transformation over the output to retrieve the original
document. Then, the mediator's embedded data transformation activities are
applied over the data. Finally, the transformed data is written to a data sink
on the target node.
Besides these functionalities, the DMR's interface allows SWIMS to create a
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new DMR instance only when it is needed. Such instance can be destroyed later
through the shutdown method. Furthermore, to help the data caching process and
to avoid unnecessary data movement (see Section 5.6.4), it provides the capability
to compute the SHA-2 digest [SHA-2 Standard 2002] of an input stored locally in
its underlying Grid node.
5.3 Node Management WS-Resource
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Figure 5.4: Node Management WS-Resource Interface.
The Node Management WS-Resource (NMR) helps SWIMS environment to be
aware of existing concrete services without any type of required user interactions.
It continuously runs in the background in order to monitor the underlying node
trying to keep track of concrete services deployment/undeployment or system
shutdown/startup. It noties the Service Catalog about any detected changes
helping it to keep its state up-to-date.
Along with updating the Service Catalog functionality, the NMR's public
interface, shown in Figure 5.4, provides other important functionalities for the
SWIMS environment:
1. Support scheduling: The NMR provides the capability to retrieve
information about Grid nodes involving both relatively static information
(such as system conguration) and more dynamic information (such as
instantaneous load). This information is used by the scheduler in order to
determine which Grid node is suitable for a given task according to the task
specic requirements. The task's requirements can be annotated in the task's
description or manually specied by the user during the workow composition
phase. To be more exible, the NMR allows the subscription for a dynamic
resource state (memory, disk space, etc.), whenever the state is met, the NMR
noties all subscribers.
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2. Deploying workows as Grid services: The NMR takes advantage of the
GRIA Workow Deployer Application that enables the automatic conversion
of a user supplied XScu workow [XScu 2004] into a GRIA application.
This tool is responsible for generating GRIA application wrapper scripts
and other requisite les from a given workow which are then automatically
deployed onto a GRIA Job Service. The deployment process can be invoked
through the SWIMS workbench (see Section 6.3.3).
5.4 Scheduler WS-Resource
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Figure 5.5: Scheduler WS-Resource Interface.
The Scheduler WS-Resource (SR) helps to coordinate, monitor, and steer the
execution of an abstract workow. These functionalities are provided through
its public interface shown in Figure 5.5. A new SR instance (workow's main
scheduler) should be created by a client wishing to submit a workow for
execution. The submitted workow can be represented by a directed acyclic
graph(DAG) G = (T;E). T = fti; 1 6 i 6 jT jg is the set of workow tasks
(abstract services) where jT j denotes the number of tasks. The workow's tasks are
connected to each other through a set of edges E = fei;j =< ti; tj >; 1 6 i; j 6 jT jg.
An edge ei;j indicates that tj can't start before ti is completed due to either data
or control dependency.
The SR instance follows the lifecycle presented in Figure 5.6 to coordinate
and monitor the execution of the submitted workow. First, the SR breaks
the submitted workow into a set of abstract subworkows and constructs the
control and data dependencies tables that reect the hierarchy of the constructed
subworkows. After partitioning the workow, the SR performs the initial
checkpointing phase by adding an "execution snapshot" entry for the submitted
workow in the Workow Catalog (see Section 4.3). At the same time it maps ready
for execution subworkows (according to dependencies tables) onto computational
Grid nodes. For each mapped subworkow, the SR creates a new Execution
WS-Resource (ER - see Section 5.5) instance on the Grid node selected during the
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Figure 5.6: Workow Scheduling Lifecycle [UML 2011]
planning phase and submits the subworkow to it for execution. For monitoring
purposes, the SR subscribes itself to the execution status events produced by the
constructed ER instance. Once receiving an "execution completed" event, the SR
executes the second checkpointing phase in which it inserts a "checkpoint" entry
in the Workow Catalog. Meantime, it updates the control and data dependencies
tables, then it returns to the planning phase for mapping subsequent subworkows.
In case of a failure, the SR tries to recover from the error and then switches back to
the planning phase. This process is repeated until all subworkows are successfully
executed or an unrecoverable error occurs.
In the following subsections, we are going to discuss the workow partitioning,
and planning phases in more details. Likewise, we are going to introduce the
workow steering capability provided by the SR.
5.4.1 Workow Partitioning
To overcome the scalability as well as the single point of failure problems, SWIMS
utilizes several workow enactors and schedulers to attain distributed management
and execution of scientic workows. This can be achieved by partitioning a
submitted abstract workow into a set of subworkows. These subworkows should
be distributed among several engines (ER instances) which can communicate with
each other in order to transfer data based on their provided references.
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Figure 5.7: Workow Partitioning
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Examples of workow partitioning in SWIMS are presented in Figure 5.71. Our
main partitioning criterion is that every subworkow should have only one remote
task (e.g. Web services or Grid services) as shown in Figure 5.7(a). This helps
SWIMS to submit each subworkow to an ER instance located on the same Grid
node where the remote task is located. As a result, the ER will have full control
over the task's execution. In all cases, the partitioning algorithm tries to identify
and make use of independent paths in the graph to form subworkows that can run
concurrently on dierent ER instances (see Figure 5.7(b)).
Algorithm 5.4.1: partitionWorkflow(wf : workflow)
comment:Constructs a list of subworkow from a given workow
procedure partitionWorkflow(WF : workflow)
subworkflowsList ;
while 9 unassigned tasks
do
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
for each t 2WF
do if t is unassigned and parents(t) are assigned
then
8>>>><>>>>:
S  empty subworkow
populateSubworkflow(S; t)
addInputsToSubworkflow(S;WF )
addOutputsToSubworkflow(S;WF )
subworkflowsList subworkflowsList [ S
creatDataDepedenciesTable(WF )
createControlDependenciesTable(WF )
procedure populateSubworkflow(S : subworkflow; t : task)
if t is assigned
then return
if isRemote(t) and containsRemote(S)
then

return (i)
S  S [ t
Mark t as assigned
if number(children(t)) > 1
then

return (ii)
c child(t)
if parents(c)  S
then

populateSubworkflow(S; c) (iii)
1Local tasks are tasks, which can be executed by the execution engine itself, e.g. data encoding
tasks.
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The pseudo code of the partitioning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.4.1,
the algorithm goes through the tasks in the submitted workow, creates a new
subworkow starting from a superior task. A superior task is a task with no
parents or all its parents have already been assigned to other subworkows. For
every created subworkow, the algorithm adds a set of workow inputs and
workow outputs according to the data dependencies between its assigned tasks
and other tasks revealed from the original submitted workow. After building all
subworkows, the algorithm generates the data and control dependencies tables
which reect the relationship between the generated subworkows. The data
dependencies table is constructed from the relationship between the generated
inputs and outputs in each subworkow while the control dependencies table is
built from the original control dependencies dened in the submitted workow.
That is to say, the generated dependencies reect the original dependencies in the
submitted workow.
A subworkow is populated starting from a given task, stretching downwards to
its children while preserving our partitioning criteria (single remote task) through
Statement (i). To identify parallel paths in the workow, we try to detect two of
the scientic workows' basic structures: data distribution and data aggregation
structures [Bharathi 2008]. The output of a data distribution task is consumed
by multiple child tasks. Statement (ii) forces the algorithm to stop populating
a subworkow whenever it discovers a distribution task. A Data aggregation task
aggregates and process the outputs of several parent tasks. An aggregation task will
be added only if all its parents have already been added to the current subworkow
2 (Statement (iii)).
5.4.2 Planning
In general, the goal of the planning process is to translate abstract workows
into concrete workows by mapping the workow's abstract services into concrete
ones. Workow planning has two dierent schemes: static scheme and dynamic
scheme [Yu 2005]. In a static scheme, tasks are mapped to resources before
starting the execution process according to current information about the execution
environment; while the dynamically changing state of the resources is not taken into
account. A static planning may produce a poor schedule, since Grids are dynamic
environments where utilization and availability of resources varies over time. In
contrast, a dynamic scheme postpones the mapping of each task until its execution
time. In this manner, the mapping process is more adjustable to the dynamic nature
of Grid environments. Thus, we have decided to utilize a dynamic (just-in-time)
planning schema in SWIMS.
First of all, the scheduler determines which subworkows are ready for execution
according to the data and control dependencies tables. For each ready subworkow,
the scheduler identies its remote task (abstract service) and the task's attached
resource requirements (OS, number of CPUs, etc.) if they exist. Then, the scheduler
2This can be achieved if clustering is enabled (see Section 5.6.3).
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sends this information to the Service Catalog in order to retrieve a list of the task's
available computational nodes that met the provided requirements.
Upon receiving an inquiry about computational nodes for a specic abstract
service, the Service Catalog gures out the list of nodes that deploys the concrete
service corresponds to the abstract service. Then, it compares specied service's
static requirements against the resource's stored information and discard nodes that
don't match any of the specied requirements. If the Service Catalog ended up
with an empty list, it will notify the scheduler about a failure due to non-matching
requirements / unavailable resources. Otherwise, the Service Catalog contacts the
NMR of each node in the list to ensue any available dynamic requirements (e.g.
available memory, available disk space, etc.) and to retrieve the number of currently
running tasks (task load). The nal list will contain only computational nodes met
both the dynamic and the static requirements. Finally, the Service Catalog attaches
with each node the value of its reliability factor (SRF ) (See Section 4.4) and task
load, and return the nal result to the scheduler. According to the result obtained
from the Service Catalog, the scheduler will continue the planning process as follows:
 Failure due to non-matching requirements / unavailable resources:
the scheduler marks the subworkow as failed and noties the client about
the error.
 Empty list: An empty list reects that the Service Catalog has already found
some nodes but none of them fullls the specied dynamic requirements. In
this case, the subworkow will be added in a queue waiting for a notication
from the Service Catalog about available nodes.
 Non empty list: the scheduler runs the node selection algorithm over
the list to decide the best computational node for the underlying task.
There are two well known types of scientic workows, thus we have decided
to provide two dierent node selection algorithms which in all cases try to put
into consideration load balancing between dierent computational resources. Users
can select between the two provided algorithms according to the nature of their
workows:
 Computation-intensive workows: A computationally-intensive
workow consists of several long running tasks. In this case, the cost
of task executions dominates the cost of data transfers. Therefore, the node
selection process for this type of workows should focus on nodes' reliability
besides the load balancing criterion (Algorithm 5.4.2). The algorithm tries to
assign a given task to a reliable node with the least number of running tasks.
A reliable node can be determined through a THRESHOLD parameter
that is compared against the node's reliability factor (Statement 1). A
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Algorithm 5.4.2: ReliabilityBasedNodeSelection(nodes :
ListOfComputionalNodes)
minTasksReliableNodes 1
minTasksUnreliableNodes 1
reliableNode ;
leastLoadedNode ;
for each n 2 nodes
do
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
nTasks n:noRunningTasks
if nTasks  minTasksReliableNodes
then
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
comment: Find least loaded reliable node
if n:SRF  THRESHOLD (1)
then

minTasksReliableNodes nTasks
reliableNode n
comment: Find least loaded unreliable node
else if nTasks  minTasksUnreliableNodes
then

minTasksUnreliableNodes nTasks
leastLoadedNodes n
if reliableNode 6= ;
then return (reliableNode)
else return (leastLoadedNode) (2)
node's reliability factor can have a value between 0 and 1. Thus, when
THRESHOLD > 1 or THRESHOLD = 0, the algorithm considers all
nodes and returns the least loaded one while ignoring the reliability criterion.
The THRESHOLD value should be determined according to the nature
of the users' workows and how sensitive their tasks are. If the reliability
factors of all resources are under the specied THRESHOLD, the algorithm
conveys the least loaded node (Statement 2) providing it with a chance to
improve its reliability factor.
 Data-intensive workows: A data-intensive workow stages huge amount
of data between its computational resources. In this case, the cost of data
transfer dominates the cost of task executions. Hence, a node selection process
based on data-awareness (Algorithm 5.4.3) will be more suitable for this type
of workows. The main target of the algorithm is to reduce the data transfer
overhead. The computerDataOverlap(t; r) in the algorithm calculates the
number of bytes of input data of a task t that are available on a node r. Again
judging about a node with large data overlap depends on a THRESHOLD
parameter that determines the minimum number of bytes of input data must
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reside on a node in order to be considered in the selection process. Note that
when THRESHOLD = 0, the algorithm selects the node with the maximum
overlap regardless of the size of this overlap. The value of the THRESHOLD
parameter in this algorithm should be determined by users according to their
network bandwidth. For a task with no inputs or with inputs dispersed in
small chunks smaller than the specied THRESHOLD, the algorithm simply
returns the least loaded node.
Algorithm 5.4.3: DataAwareNodeSelection(nodes :
ListOfComputionalNodes; t : Task)
minRunningTasks 1
maxDataOverlap THRESHOLD
overlapNode ;
leastLoadedNode ;
for each n 2 nodes
do
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
dataOverlap computedataoverlap(t; n)
nTasks n:noRunningTasks
comment: Find least loaded node
if nTasks  minRunningTasks
then

minRunningTasks nTasks
leastLoadedNode n
comment: Find node with maximum data overlap
if dataOverlap > maxDataOverlap
then

maxDataOverlap dataOverlap
overlapNode n
comment: if data overlap on some node is larger than the specied
comment: threshold, return the node with maximum overlap
comment: otherwise, return the least loaded node
if overlapNode 6= ;
then return (overlapNode)
else return (leastLoadedNode)
5.4.3 Workow Steering
Some scientic projects are large scale and involve large teams of scientists and
technicians. They may engage in experimental methods or procedures that take
a long time to complete and require human intervention throughout the process.
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Thus, SWfMSs should become more dynamic and open to interventions by users.
This is also referred to as computational steering [Vetter 1996].
SWIMS meets this signicant requirement through its SR. The SR's public
interface allows a client to "pause," "update," and "resume" a running workow.
The SWIMS workbench makes use of all these methods in order to provide the
steering capability for its users as will be shown in Section 6.3.3.
5.5 Execution WS-Resource
The Execution WS-Resource (ER) is responsible for the actual execution of a
submitted subworkow over the deployed execution engine; in our case, we are using
the Freeuo enactor [Freeuo 2009]. Thus, SWIMS concrete workow specication
language is XScu [XScu 2004]. Figure 5.8 shows the public interface for the
ER. An SR instance can use the provided functionalities to create a new ER
instance, submit it a subworkow for execution and subscribe itself to the events
published by the created ER instance. The ER publishes two types of events:
subworkow execution completed and failed events. Upon receiving an event from
an ER instance, the SR sends an acknowledgement using the ackOutputRecieved
method; otherwise, the ER instance will try to re-publish the same event again
after a certain time period (conguration parameter). The SR can destroy an ER
instance if it is not needed any more through the shutdown method.
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Figure 5.8: Execution WS-Resource Interface.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the subworkow execution lifecycle by an ER instance in
SWIMS. It is started by the retrieval of a subworkow for execution, and then it
follows ve stages for the normal execution process:
1. Check global cache : The ER contacts the Workow Catalog to check for
a cached output for the input of the submitted subworkow. If an output
has been found, it jumps to the scheduler notication stage. Otherwise, it
continues to the next stage.
2. Input retrieval : For every subworkow input (see Listing 5.1), the ER
follows the following steps to retrieve it:
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Figure 5.9: Subworkow Execution Lifecycle [UML 2011]
(a) The ER uses its local DMR to create a data sink in which the data will
be retrieved.
(b) The ER submits the data reference, the data sink id, and a mediator
reference if specied to the DMR located on the input's source node.
(c) The DMR contacts the Mediator Catalog and retrieves the indicated
mediator that is represented as a workow of OGSA-DAI activities
[Leng 2009]. Then, it constructs an OGSA-DAI workow (see Figure
5.3) in order to apply the required transformation and to send the
transformed data back to the ER instance. We have decided to apply the
transformation on the source node to ensure a distributed transformation
in case of a node which requires several heterogeneous inputs from
distinct remote nodes.
3. Workow execution and output caching : After retrieving all input data,
the ER submits the subworkow for the workow enactor for execution. In
case of a successful execution, the ER exploits its local DMR to store the
subworkow's output and generate its corresponding OGSA-DAI references.
Next, the ER contacts the Workow Catalog to store the subworkow's output
in the global cache repository.
4. Scheduler notication : The ER must notify the submitting scheduler
instance by sending either an "execution completed" event containing the
output references, or an "execution failed" event holding the failure cause.
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The "execution failed" event may contain also information about subworkow
re-scheduling as we are going to show in Section 5.6.5.
5. Update Service Catalog : Last but not least, the ER informs the Service
Catalog about the execution state in order to update the statistics of the
underlying server. At the same time, in case of a failed execution due to a
non-accessible concrete service, the ER sends the information of the failed
service to the Service Catalog that changes the service's status to oine and
alerts the service's owner about the failure.
Listing 5.1: Sample Input Segment.
<s : s o u r c e name=" base va lue " >
<s : o g s ada iRe f>
drogo . i a i . uni bonn . de@33947b92 116d :gbrowse base va lue
</ s : og sada iRe f>
<s :med iatorRe f>
med 337a5612   . .
</ s :med iatorRe f>
</ s : s o u r c e>
In the following subsection, we are going to focus on provenance information
collected during the execution process in SWIMS.
5.5.1 Provenance Information
Provenance represents the ancestry of an object; for instance, the provenance of a
data product contains information about the process and datasets used to derive
the data product [Braun 2008]. This type of provenance is essential for scientic
workows management system as it can help to reproduce as well as to interpret
and validate scientic results.
There are two main categories of data provenance [Cruz 2009]:
1. Prospective provenance: captures the specication of the workow
procedure calls and data dependencies. It corresponds to the steps that need
to be followed to generate a data product or class of data products.
2. Retrospective provenance: such as the recordings of when and where each
procedure ran, and how each invocation behaved; it captures the steps that
were executed as well as information about the execution environment used
to derive a specic data product. In other words, it can be seen as a detailed
log of the execution of a computational task.
SWIMS captures both data provenance types and stores them globally in the
Workow Catalog. Prospective provenance is stored for each workow's execution
snapshot while retrospective provenance is collected on the subworkow-level
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and can be accessed through the provenance report saved in the subworkow's
checkpoint. As we have shown before in Listing 4.2, the provenance report
consists of three dierent sections. Since the subworkow's execution is done
locally by the ER instance located on the execution node, we are able to
collect OS-level provenance (e.g., number of CPUs, memory size, etc.), which
is provided in the report's rst section. The second section gives details about
the subworkow's activities, including their inputs, outputs and conguration
parameters whenever they exist. Finally, the third section records the execution
time related information. Considering we are using the XML-based approach to
store our provenance information, XPath/XQuery[XQuery 2010] technologies can
be used to build queries over the data.
5.6 Optimization
Due to the separation of functionalities and the autonomic nature of the WMS's
components, we could optimize them in dierent directions. The main goals of our
optimizations are either to improve the performance of the WMS or to increase
the overall reliability of the SWIMS environment. Most of our optimizations can't
be applied on a traditional WfMS that employs a single scheduler or an execution
engine. In the following subsections, we are going to discuss the optimizations we
have applied on the dierent components of the SWIMS's WMS.
5.6.1 Code Movement - Node Management Resource
Normally, scientic workows exchange a huge amount of data during their
execution. Some available SWfMS uses a mediator-based approach for data transfer
where data must be transferred rst to a central repository and then to the target
node which is completely inecient. Accordingly, other SWfMS including SWIMS
used a peer-to-peer approach where data can be transferred directly from the source
node to the target node. Even this approach is not sucient for scientic workows
as a single scientic service can produce a huge amount of data. Therefore, we have
thought about "Code Movement" in which we try to move the "concrete service"
rather than the data. This can be achieved for GRIA services in SWIMS as the
NMR has full access and control of the GRIA server installed on its underlying
Grid node. The main goal of this part of work3 was to gure out how to support
transparent migration of Grid (GRIA) concrete services among dierent hosts. This
yields to three abstract requirements:
 Transportability: A service needs to be able to relocate to dierent hosts.
 Adaptability: A service needs to be able to adapt to dierent hardware and
software settings.
 Transparency: The migration of a service needs to be transparent to clients.
3I would like to thank Stefan Gasten for supporting me in this part of my work.
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Our work in this part can be considered as a general idea which needs to be
rened through a further deep research in order to form stable and consistent
solutions of the existing problems. We can describe the problem scenario as follows:
Consider host A owning the required input and host B owning the service know-how.
In this case, B should act as a code server which prepares the service know-how
and sends it to A where it can be deployed. Then, A executes the newly deployed
service locally over the available input. This scenario adheres to the so called "code
on demand paradigm" [Carzaniga 2007].
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Figure 5.10: Grid (GRIA) Service Replication Workow.
Figure 5.10 shows the workow which can be used to replicate a given GRIA
service on a target host. The workow is initiated through the invocation of the
code server's "dubplicateService" method giving the URI of the service should
be duplicated and the URL of the target host. Then, the code server packs the
service know-how and all required resources for the service execution. For a GRIA
service, the service know-how is the service wrapper scripts and meta-data le (see
Section 2.1.1). The required resources refer to general host-specic dependencies
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such as les, or legacy applications4. These required resources can be determined
by analyzing the wrapper scripts to extract calls to legacy applications or accesses
to external les. Finally, both the service know-how and the collected resources are
zipped, and the target host's "deployService" method is invoked giving a data
reference to the zipped le. At the target host, rst, the zipped le is downloaded
and unpacked. Then, the directory containing the legacy applications is added to
the system's search path to allow the service's wrapper scripts to call them. Finally,
the service know-how is deployed as a new GRIA job service.
Following the provided workow, we conform to the transportability and
transparency requirements as all steps should be done through the NMR instances
on the code server and the target host. However, there is still a big question
mark over the adaptability requirement. The main problem here is moving a
host-dependent legacy application from one host to another, which is inapplicable
between hosts with dierent architecture or operating system. Even in case of
having the same architecture and operating system, an adaptable transfer of a legacy
application can't be always achieved. For example, in Windows an application
can have a tight coupling with the operating system through libraries and registry
entries.
We have evaluated the capability of automatically creating a portable version
of a Windows-based legacy application. Our idea was to determine all application's
system libraries and registry dependencies, and to build a wrapper which should be
able to run the application on the target host through the following steps: 1) install
the system libraries, 2) back up import aected registry keys for later restoration,
3) import all registry dependencies, 4) execute the application, 5) and restore the
registry. All of these tasks are typical for Windows installers. Thus, a wrapper can
be created using the Nullsoft Scriptable Install System (NSIS) [NSIS 2011] .
For determining application's system libraries dependencies, we have used
a free-to-use software: Dependency Walker [Miller 2010]. Dependency Walker
analyzes a given executable le for implicit, forwarded and delay-load module
dependencies. In addition, Dependency Walker can detect run-time and system
hook module dependencies.
In contrast to a library dependency analysis, the analysis of an application's
registry keys dependencies generally requires the execution of the application. One
reason for this is that an application might dynamically build registry calls at
runtime. An evaluation of available registry monitoring software showed that most
of them use registry snapshots to analyze registry keys modied by an application.
Actual monitoring of registry calls requires hooking the Windows API in order
to intercept calls to its registry functions [Microsoft 2011]. Among all evaluated
software; this was a unique feature of Process Monitor [Russinovich 2011].
The rst problem with the analysis of registry dependencies process is that
we need to make an automatic run of the application either using a sample input
4In terms of Grid services; legacy applications refer to platform dependent applications providing
a service with its actual application logic
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if available or without any inputs. In fact, successful execution on a target host
can never be guaranteed with this approach if the application does not work on
the same input as the one used on the source host while monitoring. Another
non-trivial problem is determining the set of registry keys, which really belongs to
the monitored application. A registry call monitor application delivers a complete
set of registry values accessed by an application. Including all the retrieved keys in
the wrapper can lead to serious problems as the retrieved set may contain critical
keys with respect to the execution of other processes on the target host. A further
issue regarding the set of registry values a wrapper contains is the concurrent
execution of two dierent portable applications. If the intersection of the associated
sets is not empty and the portable applications origin from dierent source hosts,
concurrent execution will generally fail due to inconsistent registry values. A
positive result, however, is that the analog does not necessarily hold for module
dependencies. The reason is that an application's module search path typically
begins in its working directory. Thus, the execution of such application does not
require a system-wide installation of its module dependencies.
To conclude, the evaluated approach can be guaranteed just for applications
with only system libraries dependencies. A daring approach to solve these issues
could be to try to run the application within a virtual box on the target host. This
virtual box should provide the minimal source host's requirements for running the
application. However, we have to answer the question: How will the Grid service
be able to communicate with the application within its virtual environment?
5.6.2 Tailoring the Service Behavior - Node Management Resource
Based on our previous work on Tailorability of BPEL-based workows
[El-Gayyar 2008, Alda 2007] that allow users to adapt BPEL-based workow
compositions at runtime, we thought about adding the Tailorability capability to
SWIMS. As a matter of fact, through the Workow Catalog, SWIMS users can
access all stored workows, adapt their compositions or re-execute them. However,
as the NMR instances have control over their nodes' Grid severs, we thought about
even going beyond that by allowing advanced SWIMS users to adapt the behavior of
the available Grid services. For example, this can be achieved for GRIA services by
simply adapting the service's script (see Section 2.1.1). Users can use the SWIMS's
workbench to retrieve a service's script, adapt it and redeploy it as a new service
(see Section 6.3.2). The validation, and the deployment of the modied script is
done by the NMR instance of the original service's nodes.
5.6.3 Clustering - Scheduler Resource
The main partitioning criterion of the SWIMS scheduler is that every subworkow
should have only one remote task (Web/Grid services). This can lead to a
large number of subworkows for workows with a large number of tasks. For
instance, a typical Montage workow (See Figure 2.3) accommodates hundreds of
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tasks. Initialization and scheduling of a large number of these subworkows can
pose signicant overhead. In order to reduce this overhead, several tasks can be
aggregated into a single subworkow to form a cluster.
Pegasus has already oered a similar mechanism to aggregate the tasks in a
concrete workow into clusters where every cluster is executed as a single job so that
the remote resources can be utilized more eciently [Singh 2008]. This approach
reduces the number of subworkows that reduces the load and accounting cost on
the machine handling remote job submission. In Pegasus, there are two dierent
clustering techniques: level- and label- based clustering.
In Pegasus's level-based clustering, tasks at the same level can be clustered
together according to either the number of clusters to be created per level (cluster
factor) or the number of tasks to be grouped in a cluster (cluster size). SWIMS
can provide, according to users' needs, a similar technique while partitioning
subworkows to achieve a level-based (horizontal) clustering subject to a given
cluster size. Figure 5.11 shows the Montage workow in Figure 2.3 horizontally
clustered with cluster size = 2.
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Figure 5.11: Level-based Clustered Montage Workow with Cluster Size =2.
In Pegasus's label-based clustering, the user can label the tasks in the workow
to be clustered together; the tasks in the workow with the same label are grouped
into a single cluster. This type of clustering is not preferable in SWIMS as it requires
user interaction while SWIMS tries to hide its users from any technical issues.
However, we have implemented another type of clustering: vertical clustering, that
combines dependent tasks from dierent levels while holding two conditions:
1. It should maintain the provided cluster size.
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2. Each constructed cluster must satisfy the convexity requirement that states
that all paths between any two tasks in a cluster must be completely contained
within it to avoid co-scheduling between clusters.
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Figure 5.12: Vertically Clustered Montage Workow with Cluster Size =3.
Vertical clustering can lead to a workow planning problem as the planner has
to assign each cluster to a computational node where all tasks within the cluster
have been deployed on it. Nevertheless, this condition can be prevailed in SWIMS
if we are sure that the remote services within our workows can be duplicated
using the "Code Movement" technique introduced in Section 5.6.1 as the case for
Montage workows. In this case, a workow planner can simply assign a cluster to
a node according to the subworkow's topmost task while any missing services will
be duplicated during the execution process.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the Montage workow in Figure 2.3 vertically clustered
with cluster size = 3. This type of clustering can be achieved by replacing the
"populateSubworkow" procedure in Algorithm 5.4.1 by the one provided in
Algorithm 5.6.1. For sure we have to omit the condition of having one remote
task by subworkow and replace it by a condition that maintains the given cluster
size (Statement (1)). Moreover, we should consider parent nodes that can't be
reached by simply following the path downwards from the starting node. This can
be achieved by checking the parents of each child and check, whether these parents
can be added to the current model. To keep the algorithm simple, we consider only
the child's topmost parents (parents without parents). The child and its parents
will be added to the model if and only if:
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Algorithm 5.6.1: populateSubworkflowVClustering(S :
subworkflow; t : task)
if t is assigned
then return
if numberOfTasks(S) = ClusterSize
then

return (1)
S  S [ t
Mark t as assigned
for each c 2 children(t)
do
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
parentsList ;
addParentsF lag  true
for each p 2 parents(c)
do
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
if p = t
then continue
if p is not assigned and parents(p) = ;
then

parentsList parentsList [ p (2)
else

addParentsF lag  false
break
if addParentsF lag
then if (size(parentsList) + 1)  ClusterSize (3)
then
8>><>>:
for each p 2 parentsList
do

S  S [ p
Mark p as assigned
populateSubworkflowVClustering(S; c)
 The child has no parents that have been assigned to another subworkow (to
avoid co-scheduling) as stated in Statement (2).
 Adding the child and its parents to the current model will not violate the
cluster size condition (Statement (3)).
The remaining tasks at each level can be executed individually or further
clustered using level-based clustering. Vertical clustering can reduce the degree of
parallelism; however, it is very useful for workows with short tasks that exchange
huge amount of data. In this type of workows, avoiding data transfer between
tasks within subworkows can be much more advantageous than preserving parallel
execution.
Deciding on the right size of clusters is still a challenging problem. If clusters are
too small, the benets of clustering are limited as the number of jobs that need to
be managed is not signicantly reduced. If clusters are too large, then the workow
can be more vulnerable to failures. If a failure occurs within a cluster, then the
entire cluster needs to be re-computed.
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5.6.4 Global Data Caching - Execution Resource
Global data caching is a signicant functionality of the ER. It is a very important
feature for scientic workows that are based on long running processes. It
helps to achieve smart re-run since scientists generally tend to re-run scientic
experiments while changing only the inputs or conguration parameters of few tasks.
In this case, only those updated tasks will be actually re-executed. SWIMS users
are able to force the system to re-execute a service even if exists a cached output
for its given input.
Data caching in SWIMS is accomplished through creating an SHA-2 ngerprint
[SHA-2 Standard 2002] from the subworkow's inputs and conguration parameters
to work as a hash value to the produced output. A detailed description of how an
SHA-2 ngerprint is created for a subworkow is given in Algorithm 5.6.2. To
avoid unnecessary movement of a large amount of data, SWIMS takes advantage
of the remote DMR instances located on each input's node to compute locally the
input's SHA-2 digest. The inputs' computed digests are concatenated with the
conguration parameters of all subworkow's activities into a single string. The
SHA-2 digest of this string forms the nal ngerprint used either to cache the
subworkow's output or to retrieve the cached output from the global cache. In
scientic workows, the size of a single input can be very large. Therefore, we
decided to use only around a kilobyte snapshot of each large input to compute its
digest. This snapshot is constructed by taking three hundred fty bytes from the
beginning, the middle, and the end of the input's content.
After computing the hash value of the subworkow's inputs, the ER instance
submits the hash value and the subworkow's output references to the Workow
Catalog where they can be stored globally and become accessible to all other ER
instances.
5.6.5 Distributed Fault Handling - Execution Resource
Each ER instance is responsible for handling exceptions occur during the execution
of submitted subworkows on its underlying node. It is also responsible for killing or
rescheduling running/planned subworkows if the node is heavily loaded. A heavily
loaded node can be determined according to a set of conguration parameters
specied by the node administrator. These conguration parameters identify the
upper limit of node resources (e.g., memory size, disk space, etc.), which can be
consumed by the SWIMS framework. In other words, the ER aords distributed
fault handling and load balancing mechanisms over the subworkow level. The
ER uses two dierent techniques for handling faults:
1. The retry technique: This technique is the simplest failure recovery
method, as it simply tries to re-execute the failed task on the same node
after some delay. This technique is used only if the subworkow's required
concrete service is not broken (accessible).
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2. The re-scheduling technique: Here, the ER submits the failed task to
another computational node. If an SR is already deployed in the ER's node,
the ER will use it to nd the required node and transfer the information
about the new node to the main scheduler within its "subworkow failed
event". Otherwise, the rescheduling process is propagated to the workow's
main scheduler
Often scientic workow systems simply rely on the fault tolerance capabilities
provided by their third party invoked services. When failures occur during the
execution of these services, a workow system typically sees them only as failed steps
in the process without additional details about the failure causes which can increase
the ability of the system to recover from those failures. However, in SWIMS, the
execution of the third party services is done by the local ER instance that has access
to low-level error logs produced by the invoked concrete service. This helps to
provide low-level error reports about occurred failures at the OS-level (e.g. missing
modules/libraries, incorrect input/outputs, failed authentication, out of disk space,
out of memory, etc.). As an example, Listing 5.2 shows snapshots of two error logs
collected from GRIA jobs. The rst snapshot shows a missing application "unzip"
while the second shows a failure in the underlying legacy application.
Listing 5.2: Low Level Error Logs.
[ Snapshot 1 ]
            
 Fai l ed to run comand ' [ ' unzip ' , ' inputs / inputFITsImage ' ] ' :
 The system cannot f i nd the command s p e c i f i e d
 Hint : check that unzip i s in your PATH
[ Snapshot 2 ]
            
Archive : inputs / inputCorrectedImages 0
i n f l a t i n g : unzip /c2mass at l a s  971024n j0080033 . f i t s
i n f l a t i n g : unzip /c2mass at l a s  971024n j 0080033 area . f i t s
Archive : inputs / inputCorrectedImages 1
i n f l a t i n g : unzip /c2mass at l a s  981123n j0720033 . f i t s
i n f l a t i n g : unzip /c2mass at l a s  981123n j 0720033 area . f i t s
 Exception : Command [ 'mImgTbl ' , ' unzip ' , ' cor rectedImages . t b l ' ]
 [ s t r u c t s t a t="ERROR" , msg="Can ' t open tmp ( in ) t ab l e . " ]
5.7 Fault Handling in SWIMS
Before ending up this chapter, we would like to provide a global view of fault
handling in SWIMS. In our environment, workows are executed in a distributed
manner through several execution engines. During the execution of a workow,
execution failures may be caused by many reasons, such as failure/shutdown of
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nodes, network failures, Grid services failure, etc. To handle failures exibly and
to support reliable execution, SWIMS provides fault handling techniques on three
dierent levels as presented in Figure 5.13.
Fault Tolerance 
in SWIMS
Subworkflow Level
Execution WS-Resource 
Level
Workflow Level
Retry individual task
(ER)
Re-scheduling
(ER/SR)
Re-scheduling
(SR)
Checkpointing
(SR)
Rescue workflow
(SR)
Figure 5.13: Fault Tolerance in SWIMS.
As discussed in Section 5.6.5, the ER employs either the retry or the rescheduling
technique to recover from errors on the subworkow level.
The SR exploits the rescheduling technique to handle errors on the ER level.
To detect such a type of errors the SR runs a background watchdog program in xed
periods. This program is responsible for checking the status of all currently running
subworkows. Whenever a certain ER instance is unreachable, all its mapped
subworkows are rescheduled to another available ER. Meanwhile, the SR noties
the Service Catalog about the failed node in order to update its servers table.
On theworkow level, SWIMS provides two fault handling techniques through
its SR: light-weight checkpointing5 and workow rescue. The SR captures a
snapshot of the running workow after the execution of each subworkow and sends
it to the Workow Catalog. This can help clients to backtrack (in the case of an
input/parameter change or even an execution failure) to a previously saved state
without starting over from scratch. Even more, having these checkpoints onto
a global Catalog supports the distributed management of workows, since when a
workowmain scheduler itself fails; another SR instance can use this information
to continue the coordination of the broken workow starting from the last captured
checkpoint. To achieve the most benet from the checkpointing facility, SWIMS
utilizes the rescue workow technique that ignores the failed tasks and continues to
execute the remainder of the workow until no more forward progress can be made.
5Data items are represented through their references
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Summary
In this chapter, we have explained the dierent elements of the SWIMS server-side
components: The WMS instances deployed on Grid nodes wishing to participate in
the workow management and execution process. SWIMS's WMS can be realized as
a deployment of a bundle of WSDM-based services, which controls four manageable
resources: data management (DMR), node management (NMR), scheduler (SR),
and execution (ER).
The DMR is dedicated to reference-based data movement, and automatic data
transformation between heterogeneous services. The NMR helps the SWIMS
environment to transparently keep track of all available concrete services. As the
NMR has full control over the underling node and its Grid server, it can help also to
collect information about the node, move services from one node to another, deploy
workows as services or to tailor the behavior of an installed service.
For every submitted workow, an SR instance should be elected to act as the
main coordinator of the workow's execution. This instance breaks the submitted
workow into a set of subworkows, and submits each subworkow for execution
over a remote Grid node through its deployed ER instance.
Every ER instance is completely responsible for the execution of submitted
subworkows. In case of a failure, the ER instance can retry the task on its local
node or use its node's local SR instance to nd an alternative Grid node to which
it can move the failed subworkow. Moreover, as the ER instance is located at
the concrete service's node, it can generate low-level error reports that can include
errors occurred at the OS-level. This can help servers' administrators to identify
and recover the failure causes.
The workow's main coordinator also ensures that all active ER instances
are working smoothly; otherwise, it re-submit the subworkows of any failed ER
instance to another running one. Besides, it stores an execution checkpoint in the
Workow Catalog after the execution of every subworkow.
If workow's main scheduler has failed, another SR instance will be elected to
continue the execution of the workow starting from the last captured checkpoint.
To sum up, several SR and ER instances cooperate to ensure reliable and extendible
workow management and execution in the SWIMS environment.
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Algorithm 5.6.2: checkGloablCache(S : subworkflow)
comment:Check SWIMS global cache for an output of the given
comment: subworkow input
procedure checkGlobalCache(S : subworkflow)
comment:Use remote DMR instances to compute the SHA-2 Digest
comment: of each individual input
cacheSupportList ;
for each inputRef 2 S
do
8<:
inputDigest DMR.computeInputSHA2Digest(inputRef)
cacheSupportList cacheSupportList [mediatorRef
cacheSupportList cacheSupportList [ inputDigest
comment: Besides the input, we consider also the conguration
comment: parameters for each task
for each task 2 S
do

configParameters getConfigurationParameters(task)
cacheSupportList cacheSupportList [ configParameters
comment: Sort the list to avoid disorder
sort(cacheSupportList)
comment:Concatenate collected data in one string, the SHA-2 digest
comment: of this string represents the subworkow's input ngerprint
strBuffer  ;
for each s 2 cacheSupportList
do append(strBuffer; s)
inputDigest computeSHA2Digest(strBuffer)
cachedOutput WfCatalog.getCachedOutput(inputDigest)
return (cachedOutput)
comment: SHA-2 digest computation: for big contents we consider
comment: only snapshots to avoid heavily computational process
procedure computeSHA2Digest(content)
SegmentLength 350
MaximumInputForDigestLength SegmentLength ? 3
if length(content) MaximumInputForDigestLength
then return (sha2Digest(content))
else
8>>>><>>>>:
strBuffer  ;
append(strBuffer; initialSegement(content; SegmentLength)
append(strBuffer;middleSegement(content; SegmentLength)
append(strBuffer; endSegement(content; SegmentLength)
return (sha2Digest(stringBuffer))
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In the last chapter, we considered the SWIMS's server-side components. Here,
we nalize our discussion about SWIMS by considering the SWIMS's client-side
component: the SWIMS workbench.
The main target of the SWIMS workbench is to provide a simple environment
with a high level of abstraction through which scientists can compose, execute,
monitor, steer, re-use, and re-run scientic workows without considering the
complex underlying Cyberinfrastructure used to perform these tasks.
We start with illustrating the overall architecture of the workbench. We will
then discuss the SWIMS's abstract workow language. Next, we will give a deeper
look at the SWIMS workbench's user interface highlighting its main features, that
help users to easily edit, monitor, and validate workows. Finally, we draw an
overall picture of SWIMS and show how all its dierent components cooperate with
each other in order to provide a reliable and distributed management and execution
of scientic workows.
6.1 SWIMS Workbench Architecture
Figure 6.1 introduces the SWIMS workbench architecture; it is based on the
Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) framework [RCP 2010, Mcaer 2005] built
over the equinox OSGi runtime environment [Equinox 2011]. RCP is a well-suited
platform for most Java-based stand-alone applications. Compared with many other
corresponding platforms, RCP has a number of advantages: First of all, applications
developed on top of RCP are completely portable and will run equally well on
dierent available execution platforms (e.g., Windows, Mac or Linux). In addition,
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RCP provides a set of basic functionality that is needed by many client applications:
a sophisticated help system, a well thought-out look and feel, and an ecient service
oriented framework. Last but not least, RCP provides the concept of "extension
points" that facilitates loosely-coupled extensions to functionality.
Besides the well known Eclipse's extension points, SWIMS provides its own
extension points to help developers to add domain specic functionalities to the
workbench. One example is the extension points provided by the UI plug-in which
help to add new editor commands, palette entries, or palette categories. Another
example is the extension point provided by the serialization plug-in for adding
additional language converters.
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Figure 6.1: SWIMS's Workbench Architecture
As all SWIMS's components communicate through exchanging WSN
notications, we have implemented a Web service in the background of the
workbench capable of consuming and producing such notications. The service is
built over the OSGi [OSGi 2011] http service provided by the Equinox framework.
SWIMS workbench consists mainly of two main modes, the editing and the
monitoring modes. The editing mode enables scientists to compose and edit a
scientic workow in a graphical way from a set of abstract activities. Moreover,
within the editing mode, scientists can explore and utilize workows stored in the
Workow Catalog and their attached information. Whenever submitting a workow
for execution, the monitoring mode is activated in order to allow users to monitor
and steer the submitted workow. Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3 provide more detailed
information about the two modes.
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6.2 SWIMS Abstract Workow Language
SWIMS uses an XML-based language to represent abstract workows constructed
through the SWIMS workbench. We try to keep our language as simple and generic
as possible to support human readability and to allow users (scientists) to describe
their scientic workows at a high level of abstraction that shields them from the
complications of the underling system components. In this way, scientists can
focus on the design of their scientic experiments without being dispersed with
the complexity of any specic technology (e.g., Web or Grid services). Keeping the
language simple also strengthens the capability for automatic conversion between
SWIMS's language and other abstract/concrete languages used by specic workow
enactors. In our case, we are using the XSLT technology to convert SWIMS's
language into XScu, the language supported by Freeuo: the SWIMS's workow
enactor.
Figure 6.2 shows a simplied representation of the XML schema tree of the
SWIM's language. SWIMS workows consist of workow inputs, workow outputs,
activities, data transitions and control transitions.
The "WorkowInputs" and "WorkowOutputs" elements are used to declare
top level workow inputs and outputs. In case of a workow input/output of type
le or list of les, an optional "MimeType" element can be used to classify the
le(s) type. The "isZip" attribute is also valuable only in case of inputs/outputs
of type le. It is used internally by the SWIMS workbench to decide whether
the provided le(s) need to be automatically zipped before being submitted to the
execution environment. Some Grid services require/produce a zipped version of
their inputs/outputs either as a way of compression or to preserve the original
input/output les' names (see Appendix A).
A SWIMS activity is represented by activity resource requirement and
description sections. The resource requirements section allows users to explicitly
dene the set of minimal requirements of the task's execution node, which is
composed of static information (e.g., OS type, architecture and number of CPUs),
and dynamic information (e.g., available memory and disk space). The activity
description section holds the service's abstract template generated by the Service
Catalog (See Section 4.4). It consists of a set of inputs and outputs ports that
provide logical representations of the corresponding input and output data. It also
includes a set of parameters that helps to attune the behavior of the underlying
activity. The activity "secured" attribute determines whether the activity is
accessible or not for the current user as we are going to show later in the next
Section. An example of an activity segment is shown in Listing 6.1.
SWIMS activities are connected by data and control transitions. Conceptually, a
data transition transfers data from an output of one activity to the input of another
activity. The absence of an output/input attribute value of the source/target
element infers that the link is referring to a top-level workow input/output
respectively.
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Figure 6.2: SWIMS's Language XML Schema Tree
Control transitions are used to prevent the transition from the source activity
to the target activity until some constraint condition has been satised. Currently,
conditions are limited to simple expression over the outputs of the source activity.
The default constraint condition is blocking the transition to the target activity
until the source activity has completed. To keep the language simple, we do not
support explicit subworkow construct. Subworkows is implicitly supported as
SWIMS provides the capability to deploy workows as Grid services, that can be
then used as atomic activities in more complex workows.
The drawback of the SWIMS's language is being limited to DAG workows as
it does not support iterations constructs (e.g., do while, for loops). It should be
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Listing 6.1: Sample of an Activity Segment
<Act iv i ty name="mJPEG1">
<Act i v i t yDe s c r i p t i on name="mJPEG" secured=" f a l s e ">
<Desc r ip t i on>Generates a JPEG image from FITS f i l e s</Desc r ip t i on>
<Parameters>
<Parameter name=" i sC o l o r f u l " type="boolean ">
<Desc r ip t i on>image in g r ay s c a l e or t rue c o l o r s</Desc r ip t i on>
<value>t rue</ value>
</Parameter>
</Parameters>
<Inputs>
<Input name=" inputMosaicImage" type=" l i s t " z ip=" true ">
<Desc r ip t i on>FITS images need to be convereted</Desc r ip t i on>
<MimeType>Image</MimeType>
<Value> . . .</Value>
</ Input>
</ Inputs>
<Outputs>
<Output name="outputMosaicJpegImage" type=" f i l e " z ip=" true ">
<Desc r ip t i on>The output JPG image</Desc r ip t i on>
<MimeType>Image</MimeType>
</Output>
</Outputs>
</ Ac t i v i t yDe s c r i p t i on>
<ResourceRequirments>
<operat ingSystem>Linux</ operat ingSystem>
<a r c h i t e c t u r e>32 Bi t s</ a r c h i t e c t u r e>
<minMemory>0 .0</minMemory>
<minDiskSpace>100 .0</minDiskSpace>
<minNumberOfCPUs>0</minNumberOfCPUs>
</ResourceRequirments>
</Act i v i ty>
part of the future work to support such a type of constructs while trying to keep
the language as simple as possible.
6.3 SWIMS Workbench User Interface
The SWIMS workbench enables users to graphically create and edit descriptions of
abstract workows to be executed over the Grid. A workow is a set of activities
(abstract services), interconnected by transitions that dene the order in which the
activities must be performed. Every activity corresponds to a computer program
which may be encapsulated by a Grid service(concrete service) and is located on
one of the available nodes in the Grid. Once a workow has been created, the
workbench can be used to submit it for the execution over the available Grid. The
remote execution of a workow can be monitored or steered, and output les can be
downloaded to the user's computer. Apart from these basic features, the SWIMS
workbench oers a bunch of additional functions like browsing and utilizing the
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contents of the Workow Catalog, workow validation, deployment of workows as
Grid services, tailoring of the service behavior and transferring les transparently
to Grid nodes.
 
Figure 6.3: SWIMS's Workbench Login Screen.
When the workbench is started, it displays its login screen (Figure 6.3) that
allows users either to login to the workbench using their user names and passwords,
create a new user 1 or login as an anonymous 2 . The provided user information
is sent to the Service Catalog in order to retrieve the list of available activities
and their accessibility status for the current user. The obtained list of activities'
abstract templates (see Section 4.4) is used to initialize the activities section in the
workbench palette (see Section 6.3.1) that can be used by the user to construct
abstract workows. In case of an anonymous login, only templates of services
declared as public will be returned by the Service Catalog. SWIMS workbench
has two dierent modes, the editing and the monitoring modes. The features and
functionalities provided in each mode are discussed in the following sections.
6.3.1 The Editing / Composition Mode
The SWIMS workbench editing mode (see Figure 6.4) provides a graphical editing
tool for abstract workows, oering features like undoing changes, performing
automatic graph layouts, zooming, and printing of diagrams. Each workow is
created in its own project in the Workows Workspace 1 which is a directory,
usually located on the local hard drive. When creating a new workow project or
opening an existing workow le, a new workow editor instance 2 is opened for
building the workow description.
Workow descriptions are graphs consisting of nodes (workow inputs, workow
outputs, and activities) and edges (data and control transitions). New elements can
be added to the workow through the provided palette 3 . Activities retrieved from
the Service Catalog are organized into two groups (public and secured) according
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Figure 6.4: SWIMS's Workbench Editing Mode.
to their accessibility status for the current user 4 . As shown in the Figure, the
workbench provides a uniform representation of activities regardless of their types
(local, web services, Grid services .etc). This helps to hide the underlying system
complications from SWIMS's users. Users can use either the secured or the public
activities to construct an abstract workow; however, they will not be able to submit
a workow with secured activities for execution. In order to get access to a secured
activity, the user has to send a request through the workbench to the Service Catalog
which forwards this request to the owners of concrete services that match this
activity. Then, owners have to decide whether this user can access their services
or not. Whenever the user connects two activities with a data dependency, the
workbench contacts the Mediator Catalog to check for a mediator between these
two activities; if a mediator has been found, its reference will be added to the
workow's specications. Breakpoints 5 can be added to the workow to pause
the execution of the workow before submitting the breakpoint's activity. Users
can also validate 7 their workows against dierent violations (see Section 6.4).
All identied problems will be listed in the problems view 6 . After handling all
discovered errors, the workow can be submitted 8 for execution, which switches
the workbench's mode to the monitoring mode. The workow can also be exported
9 to the SWIMS's language or any other supported languages (in or case XScu).
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(a) Workow Properties (b) Activity Properties

(c) Data Transition Properties (d) Control Transition Properties
Figure 6.5: SWIMS's Workbench Properties Views.
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Users can use the workbench's dierent properties views (See Figure 6.5) to
adjust the properties of the workow's elements:
 The workow properties view (Figure 6.5(a)): This view is divided into
three sections. In the general section, the user can add a detailed description
of the workow's functionality. Utilizing the security section, users can
specify a password to secure the access of the workow's information which
will be stored in the Workow Catalog. In addition, through this view, users
can disable data caching and select a specic scheduling technique for the
next run. In this way, users can execute the same workow with dierent
congurations to determine the best one of them.
 The activity properties view (Figure 6.5(b)): It enables users to adjust an
activity's inputs, outputs, parameters and resource requirements. To avoid
ambiguity, we allow users to dene resource requirements for all activities
while they are meaningless for local activities. Thus, resource requirements
for local activities are ignored by the SR while planning the workow.
 The data transition properties view (Figure 6.5(c)): This view is used to
specify data transitions between two activities. To keep the diagram simple,
only one link is used to represent a data transition between any two activities,
while this link can hold many data transitions between outputs of the source
activity to the inputs of the target activity. These transitions are added to
and can be deleted from the available data transitions table 1 .
 The control transition properties view (Figure 6.5(d)): Users can use
this view to formalize the condition of a control transition.
6.3.2 Exploring the Workow Catalog
Another important view that can be accessed in the editing mode is the Workow
Catalog view (Figure 6.6) 1 . It is used to outline the Workow Catalog's contents
as a tree structure representing execution snapshots captured for dierent workows
executed over the underlying Cyberinfrastructure.
Through this view, users can explore the details of checkpoints recorded during
the execution of dierent execution snapshots. By selecting a certain checkpoint,
the workbench updates its associated workow to show which activities have already
been executed until the selected checkpoint 2 . Users also can check the provenance
report to get more insight information about the execution process (see Section
5.5.1). There are other important actions provided by this view:
 Workow re-run: Users may be interested in a certain workow model
and would like to retest the model after applying some changes to the inputs
or parameters of some activities. This can be achieved through the "Submit
Checkpoint" command 3 . This command will execute the required workow
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Figure 6.6: SWIMS's Workbench Workow Catalog View.
starting from the selected checkpoint while considering the changes that have
been applied over all non-executed activities.
 Workow sharing: Users may be also concerned with doing some
modication over the model itself by adding or deleting dierent workow
elements. This scenario is supported by the "Use as a Template" command
4 that creates a new project within the user's local workspace and copies
the required workow into it making it ready for further modications.
By providing these functionalities, the Workow Catalog enriches SWIMS with
a tailoring capability that allows users to adapt and share existing workow models.
This is similar to our previous work published in [El-Gayyar 2008, Alda 2007] about
tailorability of BPEL-based business workows. However, as we have mentioned in
Section 5.6.2, we can go further with the help of the NMR instances that have
control over their nodes' Grid servers. This helps us to allow users with granted
permissions from services' owners to retrieve a GRIA service's script (application
wrapper script, see Section 2.1.1) and adapt it in order to change the service's
behavior (see Figure 6.7). To keep the original service and to avoid breaking down
any workows that make use of this service, users are enforced to deploy any adapted
service only as a new one. They are allowed also to change the interface of the new
service by adapting the service's description (meta-data, see Section 2.1.1) le.
Whenever the user asks for a deployment of an updated service, the workbench
contacts the Service Catalog to retrieve the list of nodes that hosts the original
service. Then, it submits a deployment request to their NMR instances.
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Figure 6.7: Tailoring the Service Behavior
6.3.3 The Monitoring Mode
As soon as a workow is submitted for execution, a new window is opened to
run the workow in the monitoring mode (see Figure 6.8). In this mode, users
can pause the workow's execution and adapt its model 1 . The can change a
non-executed activity's inputs or parameters, add new activities, or delete existing
ones. Later, the execution process can be simply resumed 2 while considering
the applied modications. This enables users to achieve what is referred to as
"workow steering".
The progress of the workow execution process can be identied either by events
shown in the logging view 3 or through small icons added to the workow's
activities that reveal the activities' execution states 4 . An activity's execution
state may be one of the six values: un-submitted, running, completed, rescheduling,
paused, and failed. During the execution process, the SWIMS WMS requests to
upload local input les to execution Grid nodes, this is done in the background
without any user interaction 5 .
The workow outline view 6 provides a tree representation of a workow's
dierent elements. This view can be used by users in the monitoring mode to
download an executed activity's nal output through its provided reference 7 .
The downloaded le will be saved within the "downloads" folder located in the
workow's project local folder.
After a successful run of a workow, users can request the workbench to deploy
the workow as a Grid service 8 ; accordingly, the workbench contacts the Service
Catalog to determine the Grid node with the least current load and tries to deploy
the workow on it. Subject to a successful deployment, the deployed workow's
service will be shown as an atomic activity in the activities list of all users.
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Figure 6.8: SWIMS's Workbench Monitoring Mode.
During the monitoring mode, the SWIMS workbench runs a timer in the
background. This timer is reset whenever a message is obtained from the workow's
main coordinator (SR instance). The main goal of this timer is to ensure that
the workow's main coordinator is still running in xed periods (conguration
parameter). In case that the main coordinator is broken, the workbench contacts
the Service Catalog to nd another scheduler through which it can continue the
execution of the current workow. After getting the URL of the new SR instance,
the workbench retrieves the information about the last recorded checkpoint from
the Workow Catalog and submits it to the new SR instance. This process is
completely transparent to the user. The user will be notied only if the workbench
can't nd any other schedulers to continue the execution process.
6.4 Workow Validation
Scientic workows tend to be time consuming due to the data intensive and
computationally expensive features of their scientic processes. Thus, it is very
important to inspect and validate workows before execution to minimize runtime
errors that can happen due to incorrect workow specications.
In SWIMS, workows are validated automatically whenever it is opened or
before submission for execution. Meanwhile, users can perform manual validation at
any time through the workbench's toolbar or the editor's context menu. A sample
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Figure 6.9: Workow Validation Sample.
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for SWIM's workow validation is shown in Figure 6.9. As shown in the Figure,
users are notied of any detected validation errors or warnings through the problems
view. Table 6.1 presents the meaning of dierent validation symbols provided by
SWIMS. Validation is done against missing inputs or parameters, accessibility of
activities, and correctness of data transitions. The system reports a data transition's
type mismatch warning if it can't nd a suitable data transformation mediator in
the Mediator Catalog.
Table 6.1: SWIMS's Workow Validation Symbols.
Symbol Description Possible Causes
Faulty workow input.
workow input has not assigned
a value.
Faulty activity.
 Currently, no available
Grid nodes provide such
activity.
 Required parameter is
missing.
Activity with warnings.
 Activity is isolated from the
workow (it has no data or
control dependencies)
 Some activity's inputs have
no value and not bounded
with data dependencies.
Secured activity
The current user has no access to
this activity.

Undened data
transition
The transition's source and
target ports have not been
specied yet.
!! Faulty data transition
Source data must be
zipped/unzipped before being
sent to the target activity.
!! Data transition withwarnings
Type mismatch between the
transition's source and target
ports.
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6.5 SWIMS: The Overall Picture
Before we introduce the overall picture of SWIMS, we would like to discuss how
the SWIMS's server-side and client-side components t into the SWfMSs' reference
architecture presented in Section 2.3. SWIMS components have been mapped to
the dierent layers of the reference architecture in Figure 6.10. As stated before, the
current version of SWIMS supports Web services and GRIA services; in addition
to the services, the NMR should also reside in the Operational Layer so that it can
have low level access and control over the GRIA server. Two components exist in
the Task Management Layer, the ER which is responsible for the execution of tasks
and provenance management and the DMR which is dedicated for data management
purposes. In the Workow Management Layer lies the SR that coordinates and
monitors the overall execution of workows. Finally, in the Presentation Layer, the
workbench allows users to design, modify, and share scientic workows; in addition,
it provides visualization tools for data products and provenance meta-data.
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Figure 6.10: SWIMS according to the Reference Architecture in [Lin 2009]
In order to make it clearer how all SWIMS's components work together, we
present a simplied sequence diagram for SWIMS usage in Figure 6.11. As noted
from the gure, all our WMS resources' instances except the NMR are constructed
only when they are needed and destroyed after the completion of their job to reduce
our system load over the underling Grid node.
In general, users must rst login to the SWIMS workbench. The provided
login information is sent to the Service Catalog in order to retrieve the list of
available activities and their accessibility status for the current user. The obtained
list of activities' abstract templates is used to initialize the activities section in the
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Figure 6.11: SWIMS's Simplied Sequence Diagram [UML 2011].
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workbench palette which is used by the user to construct an abstract workow and
submit it for execution.
For submitting a workow for execution, the workbench needs to nd a Grid
node where it can create a new SR instance and submit the workow to it. This
can be achieved by contacting the Service Catalog to get the node's URL. Upon
receiving the workbench request, the Service Catalog checks all nodes where SR
has already been deployed, and returns the URL of the node with the least number
of running SR instances. If the workbench fails to create an SR instance over the
returning node, it has to inform the Service Catalog about this failure to update
its status tables.
The SR instance follows the lifecycle introduced in Section 5.4 to coordinate the
execution of the submitted workow. First, it divides the submitted workow into a
set of subworkows and adds its execution snapshot entry in the Workow Catalog.
Then, it plans each subworkow to an ER instance by contacting the Service Catalog
to get all nodes which meet the subworkow's tasks resource requirements and
selecting from them the best node according to one of the planning algorithms
presented in section 5.4.2. Finally, the SR creates a new ER instance over the
selected node and submits the subworkow to it. After the completion of the
execution of each subworkow, the SR instance stores a checkpoint entry in the
Workow Catalog and noties the workbench about the subworkow's nal results.
Every created ER instance adheres to the lifecycle inferred in Section 5.5 to
execute the submitted subworkow. First of all, it computes the SHA-2 ngerprint
of the subworkow's inputs which is sent to the Workow Catalog to check whether
there exists a cached output for the given ngerprint. In the event of having
a negative response from the Workow Catalog, the ER instance contacts the
Mediator Catalog to fetch any required mediators, then it contacts the remote DMR
instances to transform and download required inputs. The retrieved inputs are used
to execute the subworkow over the underlying workow enactor. A successful
execution is followed by a caching of the subworkow's output and a notication to
the SR instance holding the output references.
In the previous example, we have focused only on the SWIMS's basic
functionalities. However, in a real environment, the workow management and
execution processes can be quite dierent. For example, fault handling mechanism
may be involved to recover from execution failures or the user may decide to
interrupt the execution process to apply some modications.
Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the workbench provided by SWIMS enabling
scientists to construct, execute, monitor, steer and share scientic workows. We
focused on showing how the workbench utilizes a high level of abstraction to shield
scientists from technical complexities: Users compose their workows from a set of
abstract activities without considering the type of these activities or where they have
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been deployed. In addition, authentications between users and secured activities
are done through a simple user name and password approach.
The workbench also helps users to enrich their work by allowing them to
share and re-use other scientists' experiments stored in the Workow Catalog.
Furthermore, users can adapt the service's behavior or/and interface. They can then
deploy the adapted service as a new one and use it in their workows. Users can also
deploy any successfully running workow as a standalone service that can be used
as an atomic activity within more complex workows. Moreover, to minimize the
probability of runtime errors, the workbench allows its users to validate workows
before submission.
In addition to exploring the features of the SWIMS workbench, the chapter
highlighted the architecture of the workbench and the structure of the SWIMS
abstract XML-based language used to represent constructed workows. We closed
the chapter with a simple usage scenario of SWIMS in order to show how SWIMS's
dierent components (global, server-side and client-side components) cooperate in
order to provide a reliable and distributed execution of scientic workows.
Chapter 7
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The previous three chapters described the design and implementation of
SWIMS, a Grid-based scientic workow management system. As a part of my
thesis work, I have conducted a "test deployment" of SWIMS over a small Testbed
constructed based on the Bonn-Aachen International Center for Information
Technology (B-IT) resources. The main goal of this deployment was to evaluate
the feasibility, usability, capabilities, and the performance of the server and client
side components of SWIMS. The performance evaluation was based on Montage
workows from the astronomy domain presented in Section 2.2.1. In order to
simplify the construction of the experiment's needed workows; we supplied the
SWIMS's workbench with the capability to generate large scale Montage workows.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First of all, we discuss the
Montage workow generator added to the SWIMS workbench. Second we explain
the structure of the Testbed and the dierent workows used in the evaluation
process. Third we focus on the evaluation of the SWIMS's WMS, and nally; we
end up with the evaluation of the SWIMS's workbench.
7.1 Montage Workow Generator
To facilitate the evaluation of SWIMS environment on a set of Montage workows
with dierent sizes, we have added a Montage workow generator to the SWIMS
workbench. As we can see in Figure 7.1, the user has to select a set of parameters
that describe the mosaic to be constructed, including an object name, a sky survey,
a mosaic region size, a size of a pixel (in arcsec) and a coordination system.
The rst action of the workow generator is trying to download the input les
required by the requested workow. This can be achieved through two steps.
First, the generator uses the mArchiveList Montage module that contacts the
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Figure 7.1: Montage Workow Generator
NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA) [IRSA 2011] server to retrieve a list
of archive images given a location on the sky, and size in degrees.
mArchiveList survey band objectjlocation width height region.tbl
Then, the table generated by the mArchiveList is passed to themArchiveExec
module that calls the mArchiveGet module on each image in the list to retrieve all
required les.
mArchiveExec region.tbl
After retrieving the input images, the workow generator uses the mHdr
Montage module that contacts the IRSA service HdrTemplate to create a header
template based on a coordination system, resolution, location, and size.
mHdr [-s system] [-p pixsize] objectjlocation width template.hdr
Another set of headers are also required by the Montage workow activities.
These headers can be obtained through the Montage Grid module mDAGTbls
which given an image table and a header template; it constructs the tables of
projected and background corrected images. The required image table itself can be
generated by applying the mImgtbl module over the downloaded input images.
mImgtbl directory-input-images images.tbl
mDAGTbls directory-input-images images.tbl template.hdr projectedImages.tbl
correctedImages.tbl
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Now and after downloading all required input les, the workow generator is
ready to build the required workow based on the information about the Montage
workow structure described in Section 2.2.1. The workow generator creates an
mProject job for each input image, and for each pair of input images, an mDiFit
job is created to represent the calculation of the dierences of the reprojected
images. Then an mConcatFit job is used to merge multiple plane t parameter
les into one le, which is used by the next job, the mBgModel, to determine the
background correction required for each image. Afterwards, the workow generator
adds an mBackground job for each re-projected image that applies the recommended
correction over the image. The nal stages of the workow, denoted by the pipeline
structure in Figure 2.3, represent the creation of the nal mosaic. These stages are
common to all Montage workows, and therefore, are also included by the workow
generator.
7.2 Experiment Design
In order to evaluate the feasibility, usability, capabilities, and the performance of
SWIMS, we have deployed it on a small Testbed shown in Table 7.1. The Testbed
has been constructed over the BIT's 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN. All computational
resources have small communication latency ( 1ms). The execution service
instances in the deployed SWIMS server bundles have been congured to run
maximum four subworkows at a time.
Table 7.1: SWIMS Testbed
Node #CPU CPU, GHz Memory OS SWIMS
Bundle
1 1
Pentium 4,
3.6
2 GB
XP SP3
(32 bits)
Global
Catalogs1
2 4 Intel Core 2,
2.83
3 GB Ubuntu 10.04
(64 bits)
Server2
3 4 Intel Xeon,
2.66
3 GB Ubuntu 10.04
(32 bits)
Server
4 4 Intel Xeon,
2.66
3 GB
XP SP3
(32 bits)
Server
5 4 Intel Xeon,
2.66
3 GB
XP SP3
(32 bits)
Server
6 2 Intel Core 2,
2.4
2 GB
XP SP3
(32 bits)
Client
The evaluation has been conducted using a ten real world Montage workows
that are used to create (0.1 to 1.0 square degrees) mosaics of the M31 region of the
1Service, workow, and mediator Catalogs
2Scheduler, Task, Node Management, Data Management resources
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sky. Table 7.2 shows the name of the module and number of tasks at each level of
the Montage workows and the average output size of each module. More details
about the functionality of each of these modules can be found at [Montage 2011].
Table 7.2: Number of tasks per level, and average output size of modules in
ten Montage workows (from 0.1 until 1.0 sq. degree)
l Module #t
(0.1)
#t
(0.2)
#t
(0.3)
#t
(0.4)
#t
(0.5)
#t
(0.6)
#t
(0.7)
#t
(0.8)
#t
(0.9)
#t
(1.0)
Avg. out.
(KB)
1 mProject 2 6 8 12 16 24 28 32 36 45 1970
2 mDiFit 1 15 28 66 120 276 378 496 630 990 0.4
3 mConcatFit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72
4 mBgModel 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.5
5 mBackground 2 6 8 12 16 24 28 32 36 45 1820
6 mAdd 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 38000
7 mJpeg 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 387
Total 9 31 48 94 156 328 438 564 706 1084
7.3 SWIMS's Server-Side Evaluation
Figure 7.2: Average Completion Time (Montage's Experiment)
In order to evaluate the SWIMS's WMS performance, we have executed the
workows represented in Table 7.2 over the SWIMS's Testbed. Figure 7.2 shows
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Figure 7.3: Amount of Data Transfer (Montage's Experiment)
the workows completion times on Taverna 1.73 and on SWIMS's Testbed with
dierent conditions:
1. Naive run without applying any clustering techniques and using the
reliability-based scheduling presented in Section 5.4.2.
2. Planning based on data-aware scheduling.
3. Horizontal clustering with clustering sizes three, and seven.
4. Vertical clustering with clustering size three.
The completion time shown in the Figure is the average of three runs. According
to the obtained results, we can conclude the following:
1. For small and medium scale workows, the execution time of the SWIMS's
naive run is quite close to the execution time over Taverna, that employs a
single centralized execution engine. For large workows (0.9 and 1.0 degrees),
Taverna produced an "Out of Memory" exception. While Taverna's engine
could execute medium workows (0.6 - 0.8 degrees), its workbench hanged
due to the need of rendering a quite large number of tasks; in this case, we
had to collect the execution information from Taverna's log les.
2. Data-aware scheduling decreases the execution time of large workows (0.7 -
1.0 degrees) from 10% up to 16%. This improvement is due to the reduction
3Taverna 1.7 uses the same execution engine exploited in SWIMS's WMS (Freeuo enactor)
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of the amount of data transferred as shown in Figure 7.3. As observed from
the Figure, the diminution of data is rather small and only observable in large
workows as the transferred data between Montage's workows individual
tasks is quite small as perceived in Table 7.2 (Avg. out.).
3. Clustering techniques can also depreciate the execution time of large workows
as they lead to less scheduling overhead as we will show later and less data
transfer as stated in Figure 7.3. The reduction percentage ranges from 7%
up to 11%, 9% up to 14%, and 14% up to 24% for vertical clustering (cluster
size 3), horizontal clustering (cluster size 3), and horizontal clustering (cluster
size 7) respectively. An important remark of this result is that increasing the
clustering size in case of horizontal clustering leads to improvement in the
overall performance, especially for workows with large numbers of tasks in
one level as the case for Montage's workows (in levels one, two, and ve).
4. A second run of a workow while enabling global caching can be extremely
fast (up to 85% faster). In an execution fully based on cached outputs, only
initial inputs need to be actually transferred. Intermediate data is not needed
to be transferred because the DMR instances, locally located on the nodes
where the data resides, are responsible for computing the data's SHA-2 digest
required by the caching algorithm (see Section 5.6.4).
We also plot the average speedup of tasks for all runs in Figure 7.4. The average
speedup of an execution of type x is dened as (avg runtimex=avg runtimenaive).
As we can see, clustering techniques can have a higher impact on tasks that run
simultaneously in a large number (e.g. mProject, mDiFit and mBackground)
because in this case, the workow enactor needs to create a single workow instance
for all clustered tasks rather than creating a workow instance for each task as the
case in the naive execution. Data-aware scheduling has more eect on tasks with a
large number of inputs (e.g. mConcatFit, and mAdd) or tasks with a quite large
input (e.g. mJpeg).
Figure 7.5 shows that the overall overhead in SWIMS does not exceed 7% of
the workow's execution time. Furthermore, the eective parallelism of tasks in
SWIMS almost neglects this overhead; the naive execution of Montage workows
over SWIMS is very close to the execution of them over a centralized engine
(Taverna) as discussed before. The gure also emphasizes that clustering techniques
can help to reduce the overhead as it leads to fewer numbers of subworkows.
The measured overhead includes workow partitioning, checkpointing and other
scheduling tasks, including workow planning, and data caching. Figure 7.6
emphasizes that the percentage of these tasks varies according to the type of the
execution. For example, in horizontal clustering, the workow partitioning process
dominates the overhead time, whereas we need to compute the level of every task
in the workow in order to partition it. The computation of a task's level is a quite
expensive recursive process.
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Figure 7.4: Average Task's Execution Speed-up
Figure 7.5: All Overhead in SWIMS
The Montage workows-based experiment ensures SWIMS's capability to
manage large scale workows from the number of tasks point of view. In order
to emphasize SWIMS's ability to handle a large amount of data, we have carried
out another experiment using a simple workow shown in Figure 7.7. The workow
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(a) Naive (b) Vertical Clustering (3)
(c) Horizontal Clustering (3) (d) Horizontal Clustering (7)
Figure 7.6: Distribution of SWIMS Overhead
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Figure 7.7: Data-intensive Workow
consists of a set of "concatenate binary les" used to concatenate a given set of
binary les into a single le. For this experiment, we used ten of this workow
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with dierent input data size. In each workow, the tasks in level one have been
populated with two input les of varying size 200, 400,..,2000 MB. The maximum
output size of a task in this experiment was 16,000 MB while the maximum amount
of data transferred during a workow execution was 80,000 MB.
Figure 7.8: Average Completion Time (Data Intensive Experiment)
Figure 7.8 represents the workow completion times on SWIMS Testbed while
Figure 7.9 depicts the amount of data transferred during the execution of each of
these workows. As indicated from the gures, we have only plotted the results of
data-aware scheduling, vertical clustering and data caching executions as they are
more valuable for data intensive workows. They lead to 30% up to 38%, 12% up
to 18%, 90% up to 94% reduction in the workow execution time respectively. We
believe that these techniques can lead to better performance improvement when the
underlying Cyberinfrastructure is distributed over a wide area network where data
transfer is more expensive. Horizontal clustering techniques make no sense for this
type of workows that contains a limited number of tasks at each level.
During the experiment, we have also enforced a set of exception events to test
the SWIMS's fault handling capabilities discussed in Section 5.7 and to evaluate
the overall system reliability. The encountered events include:
 Shutting down an ER instance while executing a subworkow.
 Deploying faulty Gria services. In this case, checkpoints were used to resume
the workow after correcting the faulty services.
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Figure 7.9: Amount of Data Transfer (Data-Intensive Experiment)
 Shutting down the workow's main scheduler during the execution.
 Shutting down a random Grid node.
To sum up, SWIMS can achieve scalable and reliable distributed execution of
scientic workows through exploiting several WMS instances. The execution of
every concrete service is fully controlled by the ER instance deployed on the service's
node. The ER instance is also capable of handling execution errors without the
need of the workow's main scheduler through its local SR instance. This leads to
a distributed fault handling paradigm over the services' level. The main scheduler of
the workow stores execution checkpoints in the Workow Catalog that can be used
by users either to recover from failures or to achieve smart-rerun. In smart-rerun,
users can restart the workow from any point after modifying it. All these features
have been achieved with negligible overhead (up to 7%) when it is compared to
their benets.
7.4 SWIMS's Workbench Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate SWIMS's workbench against the system usability
challenges discussed in Section 2.4:
 Ease of use: SWIMS provides a visual workbench that allows scientists to
construct DAG scientic workow from a set of abstract activities. These
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activities are constructed from abstract templates obtained from the Service
Catalog. The abstract templates contain the activities' inputs, outputs and
parameters that help the system to guide and restrict users during the
construction process. The update of available services in the underlying
Cyberinfrastructure is done automatically via notications sent from the NMR
instances on dierent available servers to the Service Catalog. In this way,
SWIMS shields scientists from the technical complexities of the underlying
Cyberinfrastructure. Even more, scientists don't have to bother themselves
regarding fault handling or even data transformation between heterogeneous
services if mediators have already been constructed for these services.
 Handling security credentials: SWIMS tries to hurdle the security issue by
applying a double-layer security model as shown in Figure 4.4. The rst layer
denes the security between a user and the SWIMS system that is based on
a simple user name and password mechanism that has to be dened only
once. The second layer represents the security between the SWIMS system
and dierent Grid sites (in our case GRIA servers) based on X.509 certicates
automatically generated by the WMS instances deployed on the corresponding
servers. The security information is stored and become accessible to all other
nodes through the Service Catalog. The administrator of every node should
be able, through a simple web-based interface, to classify the node's available
services to public and private services, and to assign access roles from the
list of available users to their private services. A SWIMS user will be able to
execute workows that contain only public services and private services that
have been assigned as accessible to him. By using this approach, we attempt
to move the security complications from users to server administrators who
in most cases have enough IT knowledge to handle them.
 Workow monitoring : During the workow execution, SWIMS workbench
switches to the Monitoring mode where users can follow the progress of the
workow execution process either in text mode through events shown in the
logging view or in graphical mode by virtue of small icons added to the
workow's activities that reveals the activities' execution states (see Section
6.3.3).
 Workow steering : SWIMS users can pause the execution of a workow in
two ways. First, by using breakpoints in the editing mode before submitting
the workow for execution (the workow stops before executing the task with
the breakpoint). The second way is to execute the pause command during
the execution in the monitoring mode; this will pause the workow after the
completion of the currently running tasks. In addition, users can adapt the
paused workow (see Section 6.3.3).
 Workow Sharing : Workows in SWIMS are shared among users through the
Workow Catalog that forms a shared workspace. Through this workspace,
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users can access workows already executed by other scientists, their execution
snapshots and provenance/error reports (see Section 4.3). Through the
"Workow Catalog View" in the SWIMS workbench, users can explore the
contents of the Workow Catalog in order to re-use previously designed
workows as a template for creating new ones, or to re-run an experiment from
a certain checkpoint, or even to analyze the workow's provenance information
or error logs for better understanding of its nal results (see Section 6.3.2).
 Expose workows as services: After a successful run of a workow, users can
request the workbench to deploy the workow as a Grid service (see Section
6.3.3).
 Workow validation: In SWIMS, workows are validated automatically
whenever it is opened or before submission for execution. Meanwhile, users
can perform manual validation. The validation process ensures the following:
i) all required inputs and parameters are available, ii) all workow's activities
are online and accessible to the current user, iii) no errors or mismatches exist
in the workow's data transitions (see Section 6.4).
Summary
In order to evaluate the usability, and the performance of the SWIMS's WMS,
we have conducted a "test deployment" over a small Testbed of six nodes. The
evaluation has been done through two dierent experiments. The rst experiment
involved ten Montage workows to test the SWIMS's capability of handling large
scale (up to 1084 tasks) workows. The second experiment has been designed to
emphasize SWIMS's ability to handle a large amount of data. It encounters ten
simple workows that exchange a huge amount of data (up to 80,000 MB).
The experiments' results showed that the SWIMS naive execution provides a
quite acceptable performance that is nearly equal to the execution of the same
workows on a local engine (Taverna) with an overhead less than 7% of the total
execution time. Data-aware scheduling and vertical clustering can improve the
execution performance, especially for data intensive workows (up to 38% and 18%
respectively). Horizontal clustering is more suitable for workows with a large
number of tasks in the same level could achieve performance improvement up to 24%
for the large scale Montage workows. Data caching can support an extremely fast
smart re-run. We could re-execute a non-modied workow up to 94% faster than
the rst run. Another important remark here is that vertical clustering, data-aware
scheduling and data caching can help to reduce the amount of data transferred
during the execution process. For example, in the second experiment, these features
were able to decrease the amount of transferred data up to 40%, 60%, and 80%
respectively.
In addition, the SWIMS workbench has been evaluated against the system
usability challenges discussed in Chapter 3.
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From the previous results, we can derive a set of scenarios where utilizing of
SWIMS can provide a great advantage. First, SWIMS can achieve a scalable and
reliable execution for complex workows, with a large number of parallel tasks,
or for data intensive workows. Second, smart-rerun capability in SWIMS is very
helpful for repetitive scientic experiments that need to be executed several times
with minor modications of their tasks' parameters. Last but not least, SWIMS
is a perfect choice for a set of organizations from the same domain which would
like to cooperate with each other. These organizations can deploy SWIMS with a
shared Global catalogs. This will allow the users of every organization to access the
services oered by other organizations; they can also explore and re-use scientic
experiments developed by others, including their provenance and error reports.
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8.1 Summary of the Thesis
In this thesis, I have proposed, designed, implemented, and evaluated a framework
(SWIMS) for scientic workow management and execution. SWIMS provides
a new execution paradigm that utilizes several workow management systems
(SWIMS's WMS instances). TheseWfMSs cooperate with each other to coordinate
and execute scientic workows in a distributed and reliable manner. In addition,
SWIMS oers a client workbench with a high level of abstraction and extensive
sharing capabilities in order to hide complex technical details from its users and to
enrich their work environment.
I started my work by a practical evaluation of a set of selected SWfMSs and
a review of literature on existing scientic workow and management systems
and their challenges (see Chapter 2, and Chapter 3 ). My study established that
existing systems still face key challenges in the dierent stages of the workow
management lifecycle (summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Accordingly, I have
proposed the SWIMS framework that employs Web services technology to provide
a new execution paradigm that utilizes several workow management systems.
SWIMS introduces a complete scientic workow management environment in the
sense that it lls in all the gaps discovered in the dierent phases of the workow
management lifecycle.
The SWIMS architecture (see Chapter 4 ) consists of a client workbench, and
a set of Workow Management System (WMS) deployed on nodes wishing to
participate in the workow management and execution process. In addition, there
are three global catalogs: First, the Mediator Catalog stores mediators necessary
for data transformations between heterogeneous services. Second, the Workow
Catalog acts as a shared workspace to hold all workows-related information,
including specications, execution checkpoints, provenance reports, error logs, and
cached outputs. Finally, the Service Catalog keeps track of all available concrete
services (Web services and GRIA services).
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To simplify the implementation of the SWIMS's WMS (see Chapter 5 ), I have
divided it into four main components: data management (DMR), node management
(NMR), scheduler (SR) and execution (ER) resources. With the help of these
components, I could provide solutions to the system eciency and reliability
challenges discussed in Section 2.4 as shown in Table 8.1. First, the management
and execution of scientic workows in SWIMS are done by several SR (in case
of failures) and ER instances that ensure the reliability and extendability of the
SWIMS system. Second, all planning algorithms, applied by the SR, consider the
load balancing between dierent execution nodes. Third, the DMR is responsible
for reference-based data movement, and automatic data transformation between
heterogeneous services based on the mediators stored in the Mediator Catalog.
Fourth, fault handling in SWIMS is completely transparent to its users. Every ER
instance is responsible for handling errors that occur during the execution of its
node's concrete services. The ER instance can retry the service or use its node's
local SR instance to nd an alternative Grid node to execute the failed task. In
addition, as the ER instance is located at the concrete service's node, it can generate
low-level error reports, including faults occurred at the OS-level. This helps service
owners to quickly recover the causes of failures. The workow's main scheduler (SR)
ensures that all active ER instances are working smoothly; otherwise, it re-schedules
the tasks of any failed ER instance. Even if the workow's main scheduler itself has
failed, another SR instance is elected transparently to continue the execution of the
workow. Fifth, the workow's main scheduler submits an execution checkpoint
to the Workow Catalog after the execution of every task. These checkpoints can
be used either to recover from errors or to re-run the workow from any selected
point after modifying its specications. Finally, the ER instance caches the output
of every successfully executed task globally in the Workow Catalog; this helps the
SWIMS environment to avoid re-running of a time consuming service if it has been
already executed on the same given input.
The SWIMS workbench (see Chapter 6 ) enables scientists to construct, execute,
monitor, steer and share abstract scientic workows. The SWIMS workbench tries
to overcome the system usability challenges highlighted in Section 2.4 as indicated
in Table 8.2. First, the workbench utilizes a high level of abstraction to shield
scientists from technical complexities; users compose their workows from a set of
abstract activities without considering the type of these activities or where they
have been deployed. Second, authentication between users and SWIMS is done
through a simple user name and password approach, while X.509 certicates are
used for transparent authentication between SWIMS and dierent available Grid
servers. Third, SWIMS users can monitor the execution of their workows in both
text and graphical mode. Fourth, users can steer workows during execution by
pausing, and editing them. Fifth, the SWIMS workbench helps to enrich scientists'
work by allowing them to share and re-use other scientists' experiments stored
in the Workow Catalog; they can also explore the provenance and error reports
generated during the execution for better understanding of the nal results. Even
more, they can tailor the behavior of an existing GRIA service and deploy it as
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a new service. Sixth, SWIMS's workows can be deployed as standalone services
that can be used as atomic activities within more complex workows. Last but not
least, abstract workows are validated before submission to ensure that workows'
mandatory inputs and parameters are available, workows' activities are online and
accessible to the current user, and there are no errors or mismatches in workows'
data dependencies. The only limitation of the SWIMS workbench is that it is
bounded to DAG workows as it does not support iterative constructs.
At the end, I have evaluated the usability, and the performance of the SWIMS's
WMS through conducting a "test deployment" over a small Testbed of six nodes (see
Chapter 7 ). The evaluation has been done through two dierent experiments. The
rst experiment involved ten Montage workows to test the SWIMS's capability
of handling large scale (up to 1084 tasks) workows. The second experiment has
been designed to emphasize SWIMS's ability to handle a large amount of data.
It encounters ten workows that exchange huge amount of data (up to 80,000
MB). The experiments' results showed that the SWIMS naive execution provides
a quite acceptable performance that is nearly equal to the execution of the same
workows on a local engine (Taverna) with a total overhead less than 7% of the
overall execution time. Data-aware scheduling and vertical clustering can improve
the execution performance, especially for data intensive Workows (up to 38% and
18% respectively). Horizontal clustering is more suitable for workows with a large
number of tasks in the same level and could achieve performance improvement up to
24% for the large scale Montage workows. Data caching can support an extremely
fast smart re-run. In my experiments, a workow run based on cached outputs was
up to 94% faster than the rst run.
8.2 Accomplishments of the Thesis
The signicance of this research is that it tackles existing problems in the workow
management lifecycle. This leads to a set of improvements in the process of scientic
workows management and execution from two dierent points of views, system
eciency and system usability. This research combines several existing technologies
to provide a real scientic workow execution environment (SWIMS) that exploits
several workow management systems to better reect the distributed nature of
scientic workows. Moreover, it considerers ease of use and extensive sharing
aspects to support users with limited IT knowledge.
The main outcomes of this research regarding system eciency are as follows:
 Even though the new execution paradigm exploits several execution engines
and schedulers, the coordination of a workow is done by a single scheduler for
better monitoring and tracking of execution information. However, SWIMS
is still highly reliable as it keeps the execution status of running workows in
a global shared space (Workow Catalog). In case of a failure of a workow's
coordinator, a new one is elected transparently to continue the workow's
execution.
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 Having a complete workow management system on every node improves the
overall system openness. Workow participants can easily join and leave the
execution process at their own initiative at any time without aecting the
current status of the whole system.
 SWIMS is highly scalable. Every new joining node provides a scheduler for
coordinating more workows and an execution engine for running more tasks.
 Exploiting several execution engines helps SWIMS to provide distributed fault
handling on the service level. In addition, every execution engine has access
to low-level error reports generated during the execution process. This helps
to give a better insight of occurred faults.
 SWIMS oers a low cost global data caching based on an SHA-2 ngerprint
of workows' inputs and the workows' output references. This helps to avoid
the rerunning of time consuming scientic tasks.
 As shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.9, vertical clustering, data-aware scheduling,
and data caching features helps to reduce the amount of data transferred
during the execution process.
 Data transformation mediators, created by a user, are shared in a
global Catalog. SWIMS uses these mediators to achieve automatic data
transformation between heterogeneous tasks.
Moving to the system usability, our research contributes the following:
 Ease of use is one of the main goals of SWIMS's client side. It isolates its users
from any technical details through high level of abstractions. It provides also a
simple authentication mechanism based on user names and passwords. Users
don't have to take care of fault handling that is achieved transparently by
the environment itself. They don't have also to consider data transformations
between heterogeneous services if data transformation mediators for these
services already exist in the Mediator Catalog.
 SWIMS provides a completely open and sharing environment that enriches the
working surroundings of scientists. Assume a scenario that several scientic
organizations from the same domain deployed SWIMS as their workow
management and execution environment. The users of every organization
will be able easily to make use of the public services or to request access
permission to secured services oered by other organizations. Users can also
explore and re-use scientic experiments developed by others, including their
provenance and error reports.
 SWIMS oers adaptation and tailoring capabilities to its users. Users can
update their workows while running, update others' workows and re-execute
them, or even tailor the behavior of an atomic service by modifying its script
/ interface and redeploying it as a new service.
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Table 8.2: Comparison of Workow Management Systems (SUC) - Recalled
SUC Taverna 2.x Kepler Unicore Pegasus SWIFT ASKALON SWIMS
Ease of
Use
-Structure:
DAG
-Model:
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract/
concrete
-Composition:
graph-based
-Structure:
DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
language-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
language-based
-Structure:
Non-DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
graph-based
(UML)
-Structure:
DAG
-Model:
abstract
-Composition:
graph-based
Handling
Security
Credentials
X.509
certicates
X.509
certicates
X.509
certicates
Globus
My-Proxy
X.509
certicates
Globus
My-Proxy
Simple user
name and
password
Workow
Monitoring
-Graphical Mode
-Graphical Mode
(SDF
Directory)
-Graphical Mode -Text Mode -Graphical Mode
-Text Mode
-Graphical Mode -Graphical Mode
-Text Mode
Workow
Steering supported
Workow
parameters
N/A N/A N/A N/A supported
Workow
Sharing
myExperiment
-Workow
Source
Kepler
repository
-Workow
Source
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Workow Catalog
-Workow Source
-Checkpoints
-Provenance
Expose
Workows as
Services
N/A KAR archives N/A N/A N/A N/A GRID service
Workow
Validation
-Data types
-Scripts
-Services
availability
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
-Missing inputs,
parameters
-Services:
-availability
-accessibility
-Data transitions
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8.3 Future Work
This dissertation represents a step in ongoing research eorts to realize the vision
of distributed, reliable, extendible, and easy to use SWfMS for managing scientic
workows over Grid environments. There are still several issues worthy of future
investigations. We have already started a large scale deployment of SWIMS
over a set of available clusters in the Astronomy department in Bonn University
for a better evaluation of the system performance. We are also planning to exploit
SWIMS for more use cases from other domains (e.g., Bioinformatics). Another
future plan is to investigate the capability and the cost of deploying SWIMS over
a Cloud environment (e.g., Amazon EC2).
Thanks to the separation of functionalities and the autonomic nature of the
SWIMS's dierent components, each of them can be improved separately by adding
further functionalities to it. In the following subsections, we are going to explore
some of these possible extensions.
1. WMS's Scheduler Resource
 Iteration support: The partitioning algorithm needs to be extended in order
to be able to interpret and handle iteration constructs. This is a mandatory
requirement for supporting non-DAG workows in SWIMS.
 Other scheduling algorithms: Other scheduling algorithms such
as algorithms based on performance predictors (e.g., [Blythe 2005,
Wieczorek 2005]) can be applied and evaluated for the planning phase.
2. WMS's Task Resource
 Support other services: Currently, SWIMS supports Web services and
GRIA services. It is possible to add support to new type of services (e.g.
Globus, Unicore services) by simply adding new plug-ins to the Freeuo engine
that allows the engine to manage and execute them. We will need also to
extend the NMR to allow the detection of the deployment / undeployment of
the new services and to generate abstract templates from their descriptions.
3. WMS's Node Management Resource
 Code Movement: As indicated in Section 5.6.1, a single scientic application
can produce a huge amount of data. In this case, moving the service itself to
the data location will be more cost-eective than moving the data. We have
already run an attempt to move GRIA service from one node to another.
Nevertheless, we faced several obstacles (see Section 5.6.1). The proposed
idea needs to be rened through a further deep research to form stable and
consistent solutions for the existing problems.
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4. SWIMS Workbench
 Visualization Plug-ins: We are planning to add a set of visualization
plug-ins for better visualization and analysis of dierent data items. The
added plug-ins will depend on the use cases that will be involved by SWIMS
in the future.
Appendix A
GRIA Job Description File
An GRIA application description le is an XML le containing metadata about the
application. For example, the following XML describes the Swirl application:
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF 8" ?>
<Gr iaApp l i ca t i onDesc r ip t i on
xmlns=" ht tp : //www. i t innovat ion . soton . ac . uk/2007/ g r id / app l i c a t i o n ">
<JobServiceMinVers ion>5 .2</ JobServiceMinVers ion>
<Appl i ca t ion>
<Desc r ip t i on>Appl i ca t ion to sw i r l an image</Desc r ip t i on>
<ApplicationName>
ht tp : // i t innovat ion . soton . ac . uk/ g r id / imagemagick/ sw i r l
</ApplicationName>
<Appl i ca t ionVers ion>2.0 1</Appl i ca t ionVers ion>
<Group>graph i c s</Group>
</Appl i ca t ion>
<DataStagers>
<DataStager type=" input " name=" inputImage">
<Desc r ip t i on>Input image to be sw i r l ed</Desc r ip t i on>
<MimeType>image</MimeType>
</DataStager>
<DataStager type="output" name="outputImage">
<Desc r ip t i on>Swir l ed image</Desc r ip t i on>
<MimeType>image</MimeType>
</DataStager>
</DataStagers>
</Gr iaApp l i ca t i onDesc r ip t i on>
Every application provided by the GRIA Job Service must be given a unique
ApplicationName . To ensure uniqueness, a URI is used. Inputs and outputs
are dened as DataStager elements, with the type attribute set to "input" or
"output", as appropriate. Note that you can add as many inputs/outputs as
necessary, according to your application. An application might require arrays
of inputs, whose exact sizes are specied by the user when creating the job.
This is supported by GRIA using the minOccurs, maxOccurs and defaultSize
attributes on DataStager elements. For example, if your application took between
two and eight images as input, you might use the following XML:
<DataStager type=" input " name=" inputImage" minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="8"
d e f a u l t S i z e="2">
<Desc r ip t i on>Input image</Desc r ip t i on>
<MimeType>image</MimeType>
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</DataStager>
Optional inputs are described much like arrays, except the minOccurs attribute
is zero and the maxOccurs attribute is one. If your application accepts a set of
command line conguration arguments, you can force the Job Service to validate
them, before being passed to the application wrappers, by providing a description
of them in the metadata le. For example:
<Parameters>
<Parameter name=" s t r i n g " q u a l i f i e r="  s t r i n g " type=" s t r i n g "
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<Parameter name="bool " q u a l i f i e r="  bool " type="boolean "
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<Parameter name="data" q u a l i f i e r="" type=" s t r i n g "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1">
<al lowed>one</ al lowed>
<al lowed>two</ al lowed>
<al lowed>three</ al lowed>
</Parameter>
</Parameters>
This will allow the following command lines:
  s t r i n g "This i s a s t r i n g " one
  bool three
The mimeType sub-element in the DataStager element denes the type of
the presented input/output. SWIMS use a set of user-dened mime types in order
to provide a better understanding between the SWIMS client and the remote
application. The following table shows dierent categories of mime types used in
SWIMS.
Standard Mime Types
e.g. image, text
the well known mime types
which reects a single le of
this type
"zip" + Standard Mime Types
e.g. zipImage, zipText
reects a single le from
the specied type which
needs to be zipped before
used/produced by the
application
"archive"+ Standard Mime Types
e.g. archiveImage, archiveText
reects a list of les from
the specied type which
needs to be zipped before
used/produced by the
application
Appendix B
GRIA Job To Abstract
Template XSL Transformation
<x s l : s t y l e s h e e t xmlns :x s l=" ht tp : //www.w3 . org /1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:b=" ht tp : //www. i t innovat ion . soton . ac . uk/2007/ g r id / app l i c a t i o n "
exclude r e su l t p r e f i x e s="b">
<x s l : ou tpu t method="xml" indent="yes " omit xml de c l a r a t i on="yes " />
<x s l : t emp l a t e match=" b :Gr i aApp l i c a t i onDesc r ip t i on ">
<Act i v i t yDe s c r i p t i on>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" type">g r i a</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="name">
<x s l : v a l u e o f
s e l e c t=" subst r ing a f t e r ( b :App l i c a t i on /b:ApplicationName , ' / ' ) "/>
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" secured ">t rue</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<Desc r ip t i on>
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t=" b :App l i ca t i on / b :De s c r i p t i on " />
</Desc r ip t i on>
<xs l : app ly templates />
</ Ac t i v i t yDe s c r i p t i on>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:JobServ iceMinVers ion ">
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match=" b :App l i ca t i on ">
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:Parameters ">
<x s l : e l emen t name="f l o c a l name ( )g ">
<xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="@ j node ( ) " />
</ x s l : e l emen t>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match=" b :De s c r i p t i on ">
<x s l : e l emen t name="f l o c a l name ( )g ">
<xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="@ j node ( ) " />
</ x s l : e l emen t>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:Parameter ">
<x s l : e l emen t name="f l o c a l name ( )g ">
<xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="@ j node ( ) " />
</ x s l : e l emen t>
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</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:Allowed">
<x s l : e l emen t name="f l o c a l name ( )g ">
<xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="@ j node ( ) " />
</ x s l : e l emen t>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="@ name j @qua l i f i e r j@type">
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="f l o c a l name ( )g ">
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t=" . " />
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="@ minOccurs j@maxOccurs">
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:ApplicationName">
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:DataStagers ">
<Inputs>
<xs l : app ly templates
s e l e c t="b:DataStager [ @type=' input ' ] " />
</ Inputs>
<Outputs>
<xs l : app ly templates
s e l e c t="b:DataStager [ @type='output ' ] " />
</Outputs>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:DataStager [ @type=' input ' ] ">
<Input>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="name">
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t="@name" />
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" type">
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) ">
l i s t
</ xs l :when>
<x s l : o t h e rw i s e> f i l e</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" z ip ">
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' )
or conta in s (b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) ">
t rue
</ xs l :when>
<x s l : o t h e rw i s e> f a l s e</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
< x s l : i f t e s t="@ minOccurs and @maxOccurs">
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<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" array ">t rue</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" index ">0</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
</ x s l : i f>
<MimeType>
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) ">
<x s l : v a l u e o f
s e l e c t=" subst r ing a f t e r ( b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) " />
</ xs l :when>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) ">
<x s l : v a l u e o f
s e l e c t=" subst r ing a f t e r ( b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) " />
</ xs l :when>
<x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t="b:MimeType" />
</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</MimeType>
<xs l : app ly templates />
</ Input>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:DataStager [ @type='output ' ] ">
<Output>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="name">
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t="@name" />
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" type">
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) ">
l i s t
</ xs l :when>
<x s l : o t h e rw i s e> f i l e</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<x s l : a t t r i b u t e name=" z ip ">
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' )
or conta in s (b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) ">
t rue
</ xs l :when>
<x s l : o t h e rw i s e> f a l s e</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</ x s l : a t t r i b u t e>
<MimeType>
<x s l : c h o o s e>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) ">
<x s l : v a l u e o f
s e l e c t=" subst r ing a f t e r ( b:MimeType , ' arch ive ' ) " />
</ xs l :when>
<xs l :when t e s t=" conta in s (b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) ">
<x s l : v a l u e o f
s e l e c t=" subst r ing a f t e r ( b:MimeType , ' z ip ' ) " />
</ xs l :when>
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<x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
<x s l : v a l u e o f s e l e c t="b:MimeType" />
</ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
</ x s l : c h o o s e>
</MimeType>
<xs l : app ly templates />
</Output>
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
<x s l : t emp l a t e match="b:MimeType">
</ x s l : t emp l a t e>
</ x s l : s t y l e s h e e t>
List of Abbreviations
AGWL Abstract Grid Workow Language
B-IT Bonn-Aachen International Center for Information Technology
BPEL Business Process Execution Language
DAG Directed Acyclic Graph
DEE Distributed Enactment Engine
DMR Data Management WS-Resource
EBI European Bioinformatics Institute
EECS Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
EML Ecological Metadata Language
EPCC El Paso Community College
ER Execution WS-Resource
FITS Flexible Image Transport System
GGF Globus Grid Forum
GSI Grid Security Infrastructure
HEFT Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
IPAC Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
IRSA Infrared Science Archive
ISI Information Science Institute
JSC Julich Supercomputing Centre
JSDL Job Submission Description Language
LIGO The Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory
MDS Monitoring and Discovery Service
MoML Modeling Markup Language
MOWS Management Of Web Services
MUWS Management Using Web Services
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NFT Number of Failed Tasks
NMR Node Management WS-Resource
NSET Number of Successfully Executed Tasks
NSF National Science Foundation
NSIS Nullsoft Scriptable Install System
NVO National Virtual Observatory
OGF Open Grid Forum
OGSA Open Grid Services Architecture
OGSA-DAI Open Grid Service Architecture-Data Access and Integration
Pegasus Planning for Execution in Grids
RCP Rich Client Platform
RLS Replica Location Service
SCUFL Simple Conceptual Unied Flow Language
SEIS Semantically Enriched Integration System
SERC System Eciency and Reliability Challenges
SR Scheduler WS-Resource
SRB Storage Resource Broker
SRF Server Reliability Factor
SUC System Usability Challenges
SWfMS Scientic Workow Management System
SWIMS Scientic Workow Integration and Management System
UCC UNICORE command line client
UDDI Universal Description Discovery and Integration
UML Unied Modeling Language
Unicore UNiform Interface to COmpute REsources
VO Virtual Organization
WCS World Coordinate System
122 List of Abbreviations
WfMC Workow Management Coalition
WMS Workow Management System
WSCE Web Service Crawler Engine
WSDL Web Services Description Language
WSDM Web Service Distributed Management
WSN Web Services Notication
WSRF WS-Resource Framework
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